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Abstract 

Methods for mechanical generation of 2-dimensional (2-D) and 3-dimensional (3-D) 
linear water waves in physical models are presented. 
The results of a series of labaratory 3-D wave generation tests are presented and dis
cussed. The tests performed involve reproduction of wave fields characterised by dif
ferent directional wave spectra. The wave generator dispiacement signals applied in 
the tests are generated by means of linear digital filtering of Gaussian white noise in 
the time domain. 

An absorbing wave generator for 2-D wave facilities (wave channels) is developed. The 
absorbing w ave generator is based on a new principle for acti\·e absorption of refl.ected 
waves: the wave generator dispiacement correction signal corresponding to absorption 
of the refl.ected wave train is determined by means of linear filtering and subsequent 
superposition of surface elevation signals measuredin two positions in the wave channel 
in front of the wave generator. The results of physical model tests performed with an 
absorbing wave maker based on this principle show that the problem of rerefl.ection is 
reduced significantly when active absorption is performed. 
Finally, an absorbing directional wave generator for 3-D wave facilities (wave basins) 
based on a similar principle is developed. A conventional directional wave generator 
is converted into an absorbing directional wave generator based on this principle and 
applied to a series of physical model tests. The test results show that the absorbing 
directional wave generator is capable of reducing the problem of rerefl.ection in multi
directional, irregular wave fields significantly. 

VIl! 



Dansk resume 

Metoder til mekanisk generering af 2-dimensionale (2-D) og 3-dimensionale (3-D) lineære 
bølger i fysiske modeller præsenteres. 
Resultaterne af en række laboratorie 3-D bølgegenereringsforsøg præsenteres og diskuteres. 
Forsøgene omfatter reproduktion af bølgefelter karakteriseret ved forskellige retningsspek
tre. De anvendte bølgegeneratorfiytningssignaler genereres vha. lineær digital filtrering 
af Gaussisk hvid støj i tidsdomænet. 

En absorberende bølgegenerator til 2-D laboratoriefaciliteter ( bølgekanaler) udvikles. 
Den absorberende bølgegenerator er baseret på et nyt princip for aktiv absorption af 
reflekterede bølger: Bølgegeneratorflytningskorrektionssignalet svarende til absorption 
af det reflekterede bølgetog fastlægges vha. lineær filtrering og efterfølgende superposi
tion af overfladeelevationssignaler målt i to positioner i bølgekanalen foran bølgegener
atoren. Resultaterne af laboratorieforsøg udført med en absorberende bølgegenerator 
baseret på dette princip viser at problemer med rerefleksion reduceres væsentligt når 
aktiv absorption foretages. 
Endvidere udvikles en absorberende 3-D bølgegenerator baseret på et lignende prin
cip. En konventionel 3-D bølgegenerator laves om til en absorberende bølgegenerator 
baseret på dette princip, og en række laboratorieforsøg udføres med denne bølgegener
a tor. Forsøgsresultaterne viser, at den absorberende 3-D bølgegenerator er i stand til 
at reducere problemerne med rerefieksion i retningsspredte, uregelmæssige bølgefelter 
væsentligt. 
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l Introduetion 

The purpose of the present artide is to present the maximum likelihood 
method for estimating directional spectra. In short, a directional spectrum 
expresses how the wave energy is distributed on both frequencies and direc
tions. The presentation is based on the references [Isobe , M. and K. Kondo; 
1984), [Isobe, M.; 1990) and [Yokoki, H., M. Isobe and A. Watanabe; 1992) . 
The directional spectrum is given in a standard form in terms of some un
known parameters to be estimated from measured data. In the present artide 
only surface elevation measurements are treated. 
The directional spectrum estimation is based on surface elevations measured 
in a two-dimensional wave gauge array consisting of M gauges. From these 
measurements it is possible to identify both directions and frequencies of 
the wave pattern. In order to perform the identification, a relation between 
the cross cerrelation matrix of the M elevation processes and the directional 
spectrum is established (see section 2). The underlying assumption is that 
the elevation processes at one point can be considered as a sum of har
monic components having Rayleigh distributed amplitudes and uniformly 
distributed phases. Assuming all phases and amplitudes to be independent, 
the elevation processes become normally distributed. Furthermore, the the
ory deseribed in section 2 offers the possibility of introducing reflected waves. 
In section 3 the likelihood furretion is introduced. Again, the starting point is 
the M elevation processes. Based on an assumption of stationary processes , 
the M time series are expressed as Fourier sums. It is emphasised, that 
the Fourier coefficients at a given frequency are jointly Gaussian variables. 
Furthermore, the mean value vector and the cross cerrelation matrix of the 
Fourier coefficients are determined, and it is shown that the elements in the 
cross cerrelation matrix are given in terms of the cross spectral density ma
trix of the M elevation processes. The results show that the cross spectral 
density matrix is a furretion of the directional spectrum and therefore the 
distribution of the Fourier coefficients becomes a furretion of the unknown 
directional spectrum. A likelihood furretion is formulated in terms of the 
probability density furretion of the Fourier coefficients and the the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters in the directional spectrum 
are found by maximising the likelihood function, i.e. by maximising the 
probability of observing the Fourier coefficients obtained. 
In order to determine the performance of the maximum likelihood method, 



the method has been implemented and applied to numerically simulated sur
face elevation time series (see section 4). The implementation estimates the 
parameters in the Mitsuyasu directional spectrum based on surface elevation 
time series measured simultaneously in an arbitrary number of wave gauges. 
The likelihood function is maximised using the method deseribed by [Nelder, 
J. A. and R. Mead; 1965]. Numerical tests both with and without refiected 
waves are presented. 

2 



2 Relation between Cross-Spectral Density 
and Directional Spectrum 

In the foliowing section a relation between the one-sided cross-spectral den
sity matrix G~~11" (;!;.m,;!;.,., w) ,w 2: O, and theone-sided directional spectrum 
S~(w, 8) will be established. The cross spectral density matrix refers to the 
elevation processes TJm and TJn at the locations ~ and .;!;.,. characterized by a 
constant depth d. The relation will be established assuming the presence of 
reflected w aves. The starting point is the foliowing w ave model (no reflection) 

J J 

11 (.;!;. ,t ) = L L Ai;cos (kj x cosO; +kj y sinO;- Wji +W ji) (l) 
j=l i=l 

where A ji : wave amplitude 
Wj : circular wave frequency 
O; wave direction 
Wji : phase 
kj : wave number 

Basedon thi s model the total elevation is obtained as the sum of w aves having 
different frequencies (indices j) and directions (indices i). The frequencies 
are in the range [-oo, oo] and the directions are in the range [0, 271']. 
The wave number, kj, is determined from the linear dispersion relation 

w · g 
2 = -tanh (kj ·d) 
kj Wj 

(2) 

The amplitudes are assumed to be Rayleigh distributed, Le. the density 
function of the amplitudes is given by 

(3) 

The phases are assumed to be uniformly distributed, i.e. Wji E U[0,271']. 
All W ji are assumed to be independen t, all Aji are assumed to be independen t 
and Aji and W j i are mutually independen t too. 
As a consequence of these assumptions it can be proved that T](.;!;., t) becomes 
normally distributed with mean value furretion equal to O and variance equal 
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J l 

to :L :L O"}; (see e.g. (Nielsen, S. R. K.; 1993]). 
j=l i=l 

Introducing the directional spectrum Sry(w, 0), which describes how the en-
ergy is distributed on frequencies and directions, the foliowing relation exists 
between the orre-sided autospectral density Gry(w) and S~(w, e) 

[2-r; 
G~(w) =lo Sry(w,e)dO (4) 

If the energy is concentrated at discrete frequencies Wj and directions e; 
as shown in (l) the foliowing relation may be established between O" j i and 
Sry(w, O) 

(5) 

where 6.wi and 6.0; represent frequency- and direction-intervals around Wj 

and e;. 
In the following a relation between theone-sided cross-spectral density furre
tion Grym~n (>!:m, >!:n, w) and Sry(w, O) will be established, but firs t t he possibility 
of introducing refiected waves will be discussed. It is assumed that the inci
dent wave pattern given by (l) is refiected at the y-axis as shown in figure 
l. 
Obviously the refiected waves Tfr (;r, t) are connected to the "initial'' wave 
pattern given by (l) and characterized by S~(w, e). As shown in figure l the 
angle of incidence is assumed to be equal to the angle of refiection. If the 
incident w ave number vector !f is given as f!;_ T = k(w )[cosO, sinO] the refiected 
wave number vector lfr is given as !f; = k;[[cosO, sinO] = k [-cosO, sinO] 
where ;[ is a transformation matrix equal to 

T=[ -1 o] - o l 
(6) 

The amplitude of the refiected wave is assumed to be reduced to r(wi , O;)· Aji 
where r is the refiection coefficient at the frequency Wj in t he direction 0;. In 
the following, the refiection coefficient is assumed to be independent of the 
wave direction e;. This assumption is generally valid for a plane refiective 
wall and wave directions of O; E[;l;f .. ~], i.e. directions for which no Mach 

4 
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Figure l: Incident and reflected waves. 

reflection occurs, see [Svendsen, I. A. and Jonsson, I. G.; 1980]. Introducing 
the notation Tj = r(wi) the surface elevation in the combined wave field is 
given by 

J I 

17 (;f, t) L L Ai;cos (kix cosB; + ki y sinB;- wit + W j;) 
j=li=l 

J I 

+ LL riAi;cos(kix(-cosB;)+kiysinB;-wit+\llji) (7) 
j =l i=l 

ri is assumed to be deterministic. With 17(;f, t) given by (7) the eross eorrela
tion furretion of T/ ean be calculated as K-~m~n (tn- t".) =E [T!m(;fm, tm)T/n(;fntn) ] 
where Tim and 17n represent the total elevation processes. Introdueing T = 
t n - t m the one-sided cross spectral density furretion G~m~n (.~.m,~, w) is de
term i ned as 

5 
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After some calculations the following result is obtained 

Grymryn(w) = l" Sry(w,(J) { eik(w)(:!::;, - i!:nf + r(w) eik(wl(i!::,;-i!:~I:)f 

+ r(w)eik(w)(i!::;,I:-i!:~)f + r2(w)eik(w)( :!::;,-i!:~)H} d() (g) 

where rF = [cosB, sinB]. 
If no refiection is present, i.e. r = O, this relation is reduced to 

(lO) 

3 The Maximum Likelihood Method Theory 

The starting point is M surface elevation time series, 7J(;?;., t), measuredat M 
different locations ;?;_. The total elevation processes 7); (;?;.;, t) , i = l , ... , M, 
are modelled as stochastic processes. The processes are assumed to be 
joint stationary, ergodie normally distributed. The mean value furretions 
IJ.ry;(t), i= l, ... , M, are assumed to be equal to O. TheM time series can 
be written as a Fourier-sum as 

7); (;?;.,t) = f ( A~icoswit + A~isinwit) , i= l, . . , M 
j=l 

where 

Wj 27r h 
h j ·h 
h l/T 

(11) 

and T is the length of the time series. The coefficients A~j and A:j aregiven 

6 



as the stochastic integrals 

j = l, 2, ... , i = l, ... , M (12) 

Ai 21f ( ) . d •i = T _x T/i ;!;.i, t smw;t t j= 1,2, ... , i= l, ... ,M (13) 
2 

In (11) the term corresponding to j = O has been omitted as it equals O. 
From (12) and (13) it is seen that all the coefficients A~; and A~; arejoint 
normally distributed stochastic variables. 
In the following only the j'th components are considered. The primary goal 
is to determine the joint distribution of the coefficients A~; and A~;, i = 
l, ... ,M, at thefrequencyw; (or f;). 
The reason for Jimiting the analysis to a single fn·quency at a time is that 
the unknown parameters in S~(w, e) to be estimated may be frequency de
pendent. 
The coefficients A~; and A~;, i= l, ... , Mare expressed in vector form 

_dT [A~ A~ ... A~ A; A~ ... A~] 

(14) 

As the coefficients arejoint normally distributed the density furretion is given 
in terms of the mean value furretion vector, E [A), and the cross covariance 
fundion matrix &,1..1.T = E [.d.dT] . The cross covariance furretion matrix of 
size 2M x 2M is symmetric and of the form 

where the submatrices [i, E_ and D are M x M matrices. 
From (12) and (13) the foliowing results are found 

[ "] 21f E A~; = T _x E hi (±i, t )] cosw;t dt =O , i = l, ... , M 
2 

7 

(15) 

(16) 



and 

i.e. E [.A] =Q.. 

In the following the cross covariance furretion matrix ~A.t!_T = E [AAT] will 
be determined. As an example the submatrix !l in (15) is considered. 

Introducing the variables t = t1 and T = t 2 - t1 , (18) is rewritten as 

It is seen, that Bmn depends on the cross covariance between the elevation 
processes Tfm (t) and Tf n (t). The cross covariance matrix ~~m~n (T) is related to 

8 



theone-sided cross spectral density matrix G~m~n (w) in terms of the Wiener
Khintchine relation 

GT1m~n(w) = 2ST1m'7n(w) = 2 L: K'1m~n(r) e-iWT dr 

= 2 L: K'1m'1n (r) coswr dr-i. 2 L: K'lm'ln( r) sinwr dr 

(20) 

where 

and 

are the co-spectrum and the quad-spectrum, respectively. 

Assuming the period T to be "very long", (19) can be rewritten 

Bmn = ;2 L~ [ cos2 (wjt) c '1m 'lu (w j) -cos (wjt) sin (wjt) Q'1m'1n (w j) l dt 
2 

(21) 

It is conducled that Bmn in (15) equals tlf multiplied by the Co-spectrum of 
the elevation processes Tfm(t) and ry"(t) . Furthermore, Bmn is time indepen
dent. 
Using the same procedure the elements E. and D of (15) can be found and 

9 



after some calculation the following result is obtained 

(22) 

where Q. and Q_ are M x M matrices defined by 

Thus, the cross-covariance between the coef!icients in (11) at a given fre
quency Wj is given in terms of the co- and quad-spectra of the elevation 
processes. 
Sofarexpressions have been established for the mean ,·alue vector ((16) a.nd 
(17)) a.nd the cross cova.riance matrix (22) of the vector A_. These relations 
were established at a given frequency Wj. As discussed in section 2 the waves 
are characterized by both a frequency and a direction of trave! (w and (}) in 
terms of the directional Spectrum S~(w, e). 
In section 2 a relation (9) was established between S~(w, B) and the cross 
spectral density matrix, G11m~n(w), of the elevation processes "lm (;r".,t) and 
"ln(J<.n, t). 
If the directional spectrum S'l(w, (}) is known, (9) may be used to calculate 
G'lm1ln(w), e.g. by numerical integration. Basedon (20) Q. and Q are iden
tified as the real- and the imaginary parts of Q_. Finally fiA Ar (:,;) can b e 
determined from (22). --
However, S11(w, (}) is generally unknown. In the following, a method will be 
presented which can be used to estimate a directional spectrum expressed in 
standard form in terms of some unknown parameters. The method is known 
as the maximum likelihood method. 
As expressed earlier, the elements in A. have a joint normal distribution. The 
general expression for a density function of avector A. with 2Af joint normal 
elements having a mean value vector !fl. (A.) = Q. is 

(23) 

10 



where l~,1,1_r(wj)l and ~A~r(wj) are the determinant and inverse matrix of 
~AAr(wJ), respectively. --
ICS''l(w, e) was given (23) could be used to calculate the probability of the 
observed realisation g,_ of A., where g,_ represents the actual Fourier coefficients 
obtained from a given time-sPries . Since Sry(w, e), or same parameters in 
St)(w, e), are unknown, a Likelihood function, L, will be formulated. Ex
pressed in terms of the Likelihood function, L, the unknown parameters in 
Sry(w,e) are determined as the values corresponding to the maximum value 
of L. 
In his artide [Isobe, M.; 1990] uses J time-series measuredat each of the M 
locations ~i , i = l, ... , M. Basedon each of the J time-series anestimate 
g,_Ul , j = l, ... , J, of A_ Ul is obtained. The probability of obtaining the 
estimate g,_Ul is given by (23). Assuming the J observations to be independent 
the joint probability for obtaining exactly the J observed estimates g,_Ul is 
given as h (g,_(l)) ·h (g,_( 2

)) · •.• ·h (g,_(Jl). Therefore [Isobe, M.; 1990] 
suggested a Likellhood function, L, as the Fth root of this product, i.e. 

l ( l 2M 2M ~ 1 , ) = exp - - L:L:nkl nu, 
(27r f:!. J) M J det (n) 2 k= l 1=1 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

U denates the measured cross spectral density matrix. 
(24) represents the probability of obtaining exactly the estimates g,_Ul, J = 
l, ... , J. The unknown quantity in (24) is il (or Sry(w,e)). 
The "optimal" choice of S'1(w, e) or (in practice) the unknown parameters 
in Sry(w, e) are determined in arder to maximize L, i.e. the optimal param
eters maximize the probability of obtaining exactly the observed Fourier
coefficients. 

11 



4 Implementation and Application 

In order to determine the performance of the maximum likelihood method, 
the method was implemented and applied to numerically generated data. 
The basic relation in the implementation is eq. (24) which determines the 
likelihood of observing a given data set. The measured cross covariance 
matrix fl is determined by means of Fourier analysis of the data set and 
subsequent use of eq. (25). The estimated cross covariance matrix ll is 
established from eq. (22) in terms of Q and Q. Co- and quad-spectra are 
determined by means of numericalintegration ~ (9) or (10). This integration 
requires a choice of model directional spectrum. Often a standard directional 
spectrum determined by a firrite number of parameters A; in its mathematical 
expression is chosen. In the implementation presented here, i t was chosen to 
apply the Mitsuyasu directional spectrum (Isobe, M.; 1990] and (Yokoki et 
al.; 1992] 

(26) 

where S~(w) is the auto-spectral density function (the frequency Spectrum), r 
is the Gamma-function, s is the degree of directional concentration (see figure 
(2)), 00 is the peak waYe direction and H denates the direct ional spreading 
function. 
In the implementation of the maximum likelihood method deseribed by 
(Isobe, M.; 1990] and [Yokoki et al.; 1992] the maximum likelihood estimate 
of the parameters A; in the Mitsuyasu directional spectrum were determined 
by salving the equations 

(27) 

by means of the Newton-Raphson method. The implementation was applied 
succesfully to both numericaldata and field data. However, numerical insta
bilities sametimes occured in the algorithm of the Newton-Raphson method, 
and various modifications had to be made in order to achieve convergence. 
In the implementation presented here, the maximum likelihood estimate of 
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Figure 2: Mitsuyasu's spreading function. 

the parameters .A; were obtained through optimization of the likelihood func
tion. The O'th order method due to [Nelder and Mead; 1965] was applied. 
This method can be extremely slow, but it can also, in some cases, be ex
tremely robust [Press, W. H. et al.; 1989]. Thus, robustness is favored at the 
expense of computational speed in order to avoid numerical instabi lities. 

In the numerical tests performed, the unknown parameters in the directional 
spectrum were determined from numerically generated surface elevation time 
senes. 
The purpose of the numerical tests was to predict the performance of the 
implementation when applied to data obtained from a specific series of lab
oratory wave generation tests. In all tests, a water depth of d = 0.35m was 
chose~. The target incident directional wave spectra were Pierson-Moskowitz 
type frequency spectra combined with different Mitsuyasu spreading func
tions. Surface elevation time series of length T = 2048s (sample frequency 
J. = 6Hz) were generated by means of white noise filtering in the time 
domain [Borgman, L. E.; 1969]. Gaussian white noise was added to the gen
erated surface elevation time series in order to simulate laboratory noise. The 
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RMS (Root Mean Square) of the added Gaussian white noise corresponded 
to 5% of the RMS of the generated time series. 
When determining the measureel cross spectral density matrix (eq. (25)), 
each surface elevation time series was divided into J = 24 subseries of 
length Tsub = 52 ~ 85.3s. This yields a frequency elomain resolution of 

t::.j = -T1 ~ 0.0117Hz. •u b 

Two test series were performed: one in which no reflected wave field was 
present (eqs. (1) and (10)), and one in which the numerically generated 
wave field was a combined wave field comprised by the incident wave field 
and a reflected wave field (eqs. (7) and (9)). 

4.1 Numerical tests, test series l (no reflection). 

Two wave gauge arrays were applied: 

l. a CERC5 type array with a radius ofR = 0.50m, see fig. 4. 

2. a modified CERC5 type array (R= 0.50m), see fig. 5. 

The test program is shown in fig. 3 

l Test no. l fr l Hs l Oo l s l Array l 
l l H z l m l deg l l l 

1.1 0.8 0.05 o 12 l 
2.1 0.8 0.05 o 6 2 
2.2 0.8 0.05 o 12 2 
2.3 0.8 0.05 o 25 2 
2.4 0.8 0.05 15 12 2 
2.5 0.8 0.05 15 25 2 

Figure 3: Test program, test series l. 

The results of tests 1.1-2.5 are shown in figs. 6-11. Instead of the estimated 
spreading parameter s, the corresponding spreading width ae ( defined as the 
standard deviation o f the spreading function H(w, O)) is plotted. 
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y [m) 

(0.15,0.47) 
o 

o 
( -0.40,0.29) 

x [m) 

{0.15, - 0.47) 
o 

(0.0) 

o 
( -0.40, - 0.29) 

F igure 4: Wave gauge array l (CERC5 array) . 

y (m] 

o ( -0.50,2.00) 

(0.15,0.47) 
o 

x [m) 

(0.15,-0.47) 
o 

(0,0) 

Figure 5: Wave gauge array 2 (modified CERC5 array). 
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Figure 10: Est. and Target directional spectrum parameters, num. test 2.4. 
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Figure 11: Est. and Target directional spectrum parameters, num. test 2.5. 
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Comparison of figs. 6 and 8 shows that with the parameters s = 12 and 
(}0 = Odeg, better estimates of the directional spreading furretion parameters 
are obtained w hen wave gauge array 2 is applied than w hen w ave gauge array 
l is applied. When wave gauge array l is applied, the estimated directional 
spectrum parameters differ significantly from the target values, particularly 
at low frequencies. When array 2 is applied, excellent agreement is achieved. 
The discrepancies observed when applying array l are believed to be caused 
by the geometry of the array. It is obvious that in order to determine the 
directional Spectrum of a given wave field, the distances between the indi
vidual wave gauges in the wave gauge array applied must not be too smal! 
compared to the wave lengths. Otherwise the differences in phase between 
the surface elevation signals at different gauges will be indistinguishable from 
the phase differences caused by noise, and directional spectrum estimation 
will be impossible. 
Based on these observations, it is concluded that array 2 (the modified 
CERC5 array) is preferable under conditions similar to those given in num. 
tests 1.1 and 2.2. 

As menticned above, inspection of figs. 7-11 shows that the estimated pa
rameters are generally in excellent agreement with the target values when 
w ave gauge array 2 is applied .. However, at low frequencies (f< 0.7 H;; ), the 
estimated spreading width is generally higher than the target value. Again, 
the reason for these discrepancies is believed to be that the distance between 
the individual wave gauges is too smal! compared to the w ave length. If thisis 
the case, the discrepancies observed would increase with decreasing frequency 
(increasing wave length). Figs. 7-11 show that the difference between target 
and estimated spreading fundion parameters does indeed increase with de
creasing frequency (particularly the differences in spreading width). 
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4.2 Numerical tests, test series 2 (refl.ection). 

The examples considered involve a refiecting wall instalied at x = 0.0 char
acterised by a reflection coefficient of r(w) = 0.95. 
The wave gauge array applied is shown in fig. 12. 

x [m] 

Y [m] 
( - 0.20.0.60) o o ( -0.20.- 0.60) 

(-0.40.0.60) o o ( -0.40.-0.60) 

( - 0.50.0.00) 

Figure 12: Wave gauge array 3. 
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The test program is shown in fig. 13. 
The results of tests 3.1-3.3 aregiven in figs. 14-16. 

3.1 0.8 0.04 o 6 0.95 3 
3.2 0.8 0.04 o 12 0.95 3 
3.3 0.8 0.04 o 25 0.95 3 

Pigure 13: Test program, test series 2. 

Target Incident Oir. Spectrum: 

Soectral Resolution 

5.0 

TEST : 3.1 (r=0.95) 

Hs = 0.04 m, lp = 0.80 Hz 
Mean dir.: O deg. 
Spread. W.d1h: 31.9 deg. (s<6) 
df:0.0117 Hz. 24 estimates 

o~~--,-~------~--

~ -to 
; -20 

Legend: 

-- Max. lik. eslimates 

· ······ T artaet values 

~~~--~--T-~--~--
0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 

1req.(Hz) 

.. ·;tv:;; 

0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 0.7 0,9 1.1 1.3 1.5 
1req, (Hz) 110q. (Hz) 

Pigure 14: Est. and Target Incident directional spectrum parameters, num. 
test 3.1. 
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Target Incident Oif. Spectrum: 
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Figure 15: Est. and Target Incident directional spectrum parameters, num. 
test 3.2. 

In general, the estirnated pararneters are in good agreernent with the targf't 
parameters. However, discrepancies do occur. 
In all tests the estirnated parameters corresponding to frequencies of approx
imately 1.4H z differ significantly from the target parameters. This rnay be 
due to the faet that for f = 1.4H z (L = 0.8m) and a direction of () = Odeg, a 
node in the standing wave pattern appears at x = - 0.20m and an ant inode 
appears at x = - 0.40m. Thus, the positions of 4 of the 5 wave gauges in 
the w ave gauge array ( see fig. 12) coincide with nodal points in t he standing 
wave pattern. 
For a frequency of f = 0.93Hz (L = 1.6m), and a direction of () = Odeg , 
a node in the standing wave pattern appears at x = -0.40m. Thus, the 
position of 2 of the 5 wave gauges will coincide with nodal points in the 
standing wave pattern. Inspection of figs. 14-16 shows that for f= 0.93Hz, 
discrepancies occur (particularly in test 3.3) . 
Furtherrnore, for frequencies of f = O. 75Hz to f = l. OH z the spreading 
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width is generally underestimated whereas the spectral density is overesti
mated. Thisis particularly pronounced in test 3.1 (see fig. 14). 

Target t neldont Do. Spectrum: 

TEST : 3.3 (r:0.9S) 

Hs = 0.04 m, tp = o.so Hz 
Mean <Ir.: O dog. 

Legend: 
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Figure 16: Est. and Target Incident directional spectrum parameters, num. 
test 3.3. 

5 Condusion 

The maximuro likelihood method for estimation of directional spectra in 
standard form has been presented. 
The directional spectrum estimation is based on surface elevation time se
ries measured simultanously in an arbitrary number of wave gauges. The 
recorded time series are expressed as Fourier sums, and a likelihood function 
is formulated in terms of the probability density furretion of the Fourier co
efficients. The maximuro likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters in 
the directional spectrum are found by maximising the likelihood function, i.e. 
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by maximising the probability of observing the Fourier coefficients obtained. 
Two different types of applications were considered: one in which the wave 
field is assumed to be comprised by the incident wave field only and one in 
which the wave field is assumed to be the sum of the incident wave field and 
a reflected wave field . 
Numerical tests have been performed in order to determine the performance 
of the method. In general, reliable estimates were obtained. 
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Chapter l 

Introduetion 

Coastal engineering problems are often solved by means of physical models. Physi
cal modeiling of coastal engineering phenomena requires the capability of reproducing 
natura! conditions in the labaratory environment. In order to perform experiments 
involving wave-wave, wave-current and wave-structure interaction, laboratory facilities 
for water wave generation must be made available. 

The desire to reproduce all observed natura! wave characteristics in physical models 
has caused an extensive effort to develop sophisticated techniques and equipment for 
labaratory wave generation. Wave generation capability has evolved from the time 
when researchers were completely at the mercy of a Jimited technology to the present 
where the capability of wave generators and computers exceeds the current under
standing of wave dynamic processes (Funke and Mansard, 1987). The earliest wave 
generators generated regular, unidirectional (2-D) waves. At present, several hydraulic 
laboratories have wave basins equippcd with mechanical wave generators capable of 
reproducing irregular, directional (3-D) w ave fields. 

One of the problems associated with laboratory reproduction of water waves is the 
retleetion of wave energy from the boundaries of the test facility. At the open sea, 
waves can propagate over large distances without meeting physical obstacles. In the 
laboratory environment the wave basin walls will retleet the generated waves, thus 
introducing unwanted retlected waves. The problem of retleetion can be reduced by 
instailing wave absorbers along the basin walls. In general, wave absorbers applied in 
physical models are divided into two categories 

• Passive wave absorbers which damp incident wave energy through dissipation. 
Passive wave absorbers are typically gently sloping beaches of porous material. 

• Active wave absorbers which are mechanical devices which can move in response 
to the incident wave train so that the incident wave train is absorbed. 

When a highly refiective structure is being tested in the wave basin, the presence of 
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reflected w aves is unavoidable. If reflected w aves are allowed to propagat e back towards 
the w ave generator they will be reflected off the front of the w ave generator, thus giving 
rise to a rereflected wave field traveiling back towards the test structure. The presence 
of this rereflected wave field will alter the characteristics of the wave field incident to 
the test structure in an uncontrolled way. Under these conditions, performing tests 
involving specific incident wave field characteristics will be impossible. 
The problem of rereflection can be reduced by applying a so-called absorbing wave 
generator. An absorbing wave generator is a combined mechanical wave generator and 
active wave absorber, which simultaneously generates the incident wave field and ab
sorbs the reflected wave field. Recently, several authors have presented absorbing wave 
generators based on different principles. 

The scope of the present thesis is to present methods for mechanical generat ion and 
absorption of linear 2- and 3-dimensional waves in physical models. 
The hydrodynamic transfer fundions for 2- and 3-dimensional wave generation will 
be given, and methods for generating wave generator control signals for reproduction 
of specifled wave fields will be presented. Furthermore, the results of a series of tests 
involving reproduction of different irregular 3-D wave fields in a labaratory wave basin 
will be presented and discussed. 
A new principle for design of absorbing wave generators for wave channels (2-D waves) 
will be presented. An absorbing wave generator based on this principle will be tested . 
Finally, a principle for design of absorbing directional wave generators will be given, 
and an absorbing directional wave generator based on this principle will be applied to 
labaratory tests. 



Chapter 2 

2-D Wave Generation 

2.1 Introduetion 

Wind generatedocean waves are stochastic in nature. In linear, irregular wave modelling, 
the surface elevation is assumed to be a stationary, ergodie Gaussian stochastic pro
cess produced by superposition of many infinitesimallinear wavelets, i.e. for 2-D waves 
( unidirectional w aves) the surface elevation is given by 

I 

7J(x, t) =L A; sin(w;t - k;x +</J;) (2.1) 
i=l 

where w; = 2n"f; 

and J, L and e/J denote frequency, wave length, and phase, respectively. 
The most common approach in labaratory wave generation is mechanical wave gener
ation where a movable partition (wave paddle) is placed in the wave facility and waves 
are generated by oscillation of the partition. In order to generate a specifled irregular 
wave train, the hydrodynamic transfer furret ion relating the wave paddle dispiacement 
signal to the generated surface elevation signal must be determined. The hydrodynamic 
transfer furretion corresponding to a so-called piston-type wave generator is presented 
in sec. 2.2. 
In most cases labaratory reproduction of the wave conditions at a given location is 
complicated by the absence of prototype surface elevation recordings. Instead, sea 
states defined by empirical surface elevation frequency spectra S11 (w) (e.g. JONSWAP 
or Pierson-Moskowitz) are generated. Thus, methods for synthesising irregular wave 
signals are required. Methods for irregular wave synthesis are deseribed in sec. 2.3. 
Generation of linear, irregular waves in labaratory environments combines the synthe
sis of irregular wave signals with the transfer furretions describing the relations between 
w ave generator dispiacements and generated surface elevations for sinusoidal· motion of 
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the wave generator. The procedure in synthesising wave generator control signals for 
generation of irregular waves is given in sec . 2.4. 

2.2 2-D H ydrodynamic Transfer Functions 

BieseJ and Suquet (1951) applied linear potential theory to solve the boundary value 
problem involving a harmonically oseillating piston-type wave generator in a wave flume 
(see fig. 2.1). 

x 
: 
: x ' 
~ 

Figure 2.1: Piston type w ave generator in w ave flume. Definition sketch. 

For a wave paddle motion given by 

X(t) = esin(wt) 

the surface elevation was determined as 

17(x, t)= eKJ sin(wt - kx + tP!) + ei<n sin(wt) 

where 

2 sinh2 kd 

sin h k d cosh k d + k d f 2 sin2 kndexp( - knx) 

n=l sin knd COS knd + knd 
7r 

2 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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and k and kn are determined from the relat ions 

kg tanh kd 

- kng tan knd 

5 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The first term in eq. (2.3) represents a progressive wave of constant form whereas thP 
second term represents a series of standing w aves which decay exponentially away from 
the wave generator. Consequently, in the far fie/d, i.e. far from the wave paddle, the 
waves will be progressivewaves of conslant form, whereas local disturbances will occur 
in the near field close to the wave paddle. 

Comparison of eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) shows that the Biesel far field coefficient I< f repre
sents the rat io of the amplitude of the generatedprogressive w ave, A, and the amplitude 
of the wave paddle displacement, e, i.e. 

(2.9) 

In fig. 2.2 K 1 is plotted against the relative water depth kd. It is ~een that as kd 
approaches zero, I< 1 approaches zero. T hus, in ord er to generate long w aves (lo w 
frequency waves), large wave generator dispiacement amplitudes are required. As kd 
increases, the generated w ave amplitude approaches twice thi' wave generator dispiace
ment amplitude. 

2.50 

2.00 - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

k d 

Figure 2.2: Biesel far field coefficient versus relativewater depth. 

It can be shown that the Biesel near field coefficient I<n decreases by morethan 99 % 
from x = O to x= 3d (Biesel and Suquet, 1951). Consequently, at distances from the 
wave paddle of more than three times the water depth, the local disturbances will be 
insignificant. 
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2.3 Numerical 2-D Wave Synthesis Methods 

2.3.1 Int roduetion 

In most cases labaratory reproduction of the wave conditions at a given location is 
complicated by the absence of prototype surface elevation record ings. Instead, sea 
states defined by empirical surface elevation frequency spectra S~(w) (e.g. JONSWAP 
or Pierson-Moskowitz) are generated. Irregular wave synthesis addresses the problem 
of generating realizations of the surface elevation process which exhibit specific char
acteristics. 
Several authors have suggested different definitions for categerising the methods for 
synthesising irregular waves. Funke and Mansard (1987) suggested dividing t he meth
ods into two main categories: 

• N ondeterministic methods 
Methods in which the surface elevation is assumed to be a Gaussian process with 
a specifled variance spectrum. 

• Partly deterministic methods 
Methods in which the surface elevation is assumed to be a Gaussian pro<ess with 
a specifled variance spectrum, but additional constraints are placed on spee
tral properties (phasing o r spectral amplitudes) o r non-spectral properties ( e.g. 
grouping of waves). 

This classification links t he concept of deterministic methods to the reproduction 
of measured wave trains. 

2.3.2 Irregular Wave Synthesis Models 

Tuah and Hudspeth (1982) presented two numerical irregular wave synthesis models. 
In both models, a N point realisation of t he surface elevationprocess in a given position 
was represented by the following discrete Fourier series 

N/2 

fJ(j!J.t) = L(aicos(wij !J.t) -b;sin(w;j !J.t)) (2.10) 
i= l 

N/2 

L Aicos(w;j!J.t + ifti) ,j = l..N (2.11) 
i=l 

where 

/::,. f- _ l_ 
' - N/::,.t (2.12) 
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This representation allows for the use of the efficient FFT algorithm in the synthesis 
process when waves are simulated in the frequency domain. 
In the Deterministic Spectral Amplitude Model (DSA) amplitudes and phases 
are determined from 

A; = J2S~(w;)6.w 
</J; 27TU[O .. l] 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where U[O .. l] denotes a random variable which is uniformly distributed in the interval 
from O to l. Thus, the wave amplitudes are deterministic whereas the phases are chosen 
at random (partially deterministic wave synthesis). 
When the DSA model is applied, the sample Spectrum will be identical to the target 
spectrum for P-ach realization. This is in poor agreement with the assumption that 
the surface elevation is a stochastic process: the Fourier coefficients a; and b; obtained 
from a single realisation of a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process will be zero-mean 
Gaussian random variables with variance af= S~(w;)~w (Sand (1985)). Consequently, 
a more realistic realisation of the surface elevation process is obtained by applying the 
Non-deterministic Spectral Amplitude Model (NSA) in which amplitudes and 
phases are determined from 

A; Ja~+ b~ (2.15) 

,P; arctan (~) (2.16) 

[a;, b;] J S~(w;)6.w[a;, Ø;] (2.17) 

Ctt, f3t N(O, l) (2.18) 

where N(O, l) denotes a normal random variable with mean O and variance l (standard 
normal random variable). Thus, the sample spectrum obtained from a single realisa
t ion generated by means of the NSA method will ditfer significantly from the target 
spectrum. 

2.3.3 Irregular Wave Synthesis Methods 

Tuah and Hudspeth (1982) implemented the NSA model in the frequency domain. 
Irregular waves were simulated by means of filtering of Gaussian white noise in the 
frequency domain and subsequent use of the IFFT-algorithm in order to obtain the 
time domain representation of the wave train. 

Another implementation of the NSA model was presented by Borgman (1969) who 
performed surface elevation simulations in the time domain using non-recursive linear 
digital filters (an introduetion to the subject of linear digital filters is given in App. A). 
In the method presented by Borgman, the surface elevation at time step n is determined 
as the result Yn of the foliowing discrete com·olution 

J 

Yn = Lh;an-j 
j=l 

(2.19) 
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where hj denotes a filter operator of length J, and Ctj are independent standard normal 
distributed random numbers, i.e. 

aj: N(O, l) (2.20) 

Several methods fornumericalgeneration of normal distributed numbers are available, 
see e.g. Ross (1987). The sequence of random numbers Ctj represents a discrete-time 
realisation of a white noise process, i.e. a process with uniform spectral density. With 
a Nyquist frequency of WN = 1r / 6t, the spectral density of this process is given by 

t::,. t 
Scx(w) =-

1f 
(2.21) 

The basic problem in the time domain approach to numerical wave generation is to 
design the filter operator h so that the output process y is characterised by the desired 
frequency spectrum S'l(w). 
The spectral density of the output process y is given by 

(2.22) 

where H( w) represents tb e frequency response of the linear filter operator h. 
The desired filter operator frequency response, V(w), is the filter frequency response 
for which the spectral density of the output process y equals the desired frequency 
spectrum S'l(w), i.e 

(2.23) 

Combining eqs. (2.23) and (2.21) yields tit e gain of the des i red frequency response 

ID(w)l = {[;JsT)(w) (2.24) 

The remairring problem is to design a filter operator h characterised by a gain [H(w)l 
which represents an acceptable approximation to the desired gain [D(w) f given by eq. 
(2.24). A method for design of a non-recursive digital filter operator characterised by 
a specifled frequency response is given in App. A. 

2.4 2-D Wave Generator Signal Synthesis 

Mechanical generation of linear, irregular waves in labaratory environments combines 
the mathematical description of the surface elevation process given by eq. (2.1) with 
the hydrodynamic transfer furretion describing the relation between wave generator 
dispiacements and genPrated surface elevations for sinusoidal motion of the generator 
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(see sec. 2.2). 

From linear potential theory (see sec. 2.2), the foliowing relation between the far field 
wa\·e amplitude A and the amplitude of the wave paddle motion e has been established 

(2.25) 

where 1<1 is given by eq. (2.4). 
Thus, the wave generator dispiacement signal required to reproduce the surface eleva
tion signal given by eq. (2.1) is · 

X(t) =t /{A(;·) sin(w;t +</J; - <P1) 
i= l f w, 

(2.26) 

The linear relation (2.25) yields the foliowing relation between the target wave fre
quency spectrum and corresponding wave generator dispiacement frequency spect rum 

(2.27) 

In numerical wave generator signal synthesis, Sx(w) represents the target frequency 
spectrum. By applying the irregular wave synthesis methods deseribed in sec. 2.3.3, 
wave paddle dispiacement signals corresponding to specifled target wave frequency 
spectra may now be generated. 
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Chapter 3 

2-D Active Wave Absorption 

3.1 Introduetion 

One of the problems associated with t he physical modeiling of water waves in labara
tory wave channels is the presence of rereflected waves. 
In nature the sea constitutes an open boundary which absorbs waves reflected by the 
coastal system. 
A wave channel is a closed system: waves reflected from a model structure will be rere
flected at the wave paddle, thus altering the characteristics of the wave train incident 
to the model structure. Consequently, the reproduction of a specifled incident wave 
train will often be impossible when a reflective structure is being tested . 

One way of eliminating the problem of rereflection is to stop the test before the rere
flected waves reach the test structure. This approach is unsatisfactory, because i t limits 
the maximum length of the test run. 
An alternative approach is to subdivide the channel at the test section in such a way 
that the reflective structure occupies only part of its width and an efficient passive 
wave absorber spans t he remainder of the channel cross section. This would reducc 
the total amount of reflected wave energy, thus reducing the problem of rereflection. 
However, significant water motions across the width of the channel will be introduced, 
and the width of the test structure will be reduced. 
Chilo and Corsini (1994) suggested compensating for the presence of rereflected waves 
by calibrating the generated incident wave spectrum so that the incident wave spee
trum corresponding to the superposed incident and rereflected wave trains would match 
the target spectrum. The disadvantage of this approach is that several tests must be 
performed before a reasonable matching of the target incident spectrum is achieved. 

The problem of rereflection can be reduced without compromise by applying a so
called absorbing wave generator: a combined wave generator and active wave absorber, 
which, in addition to generating incident waves, absorbs waves reflected from the test 

11 
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structure. 
The construction of an absorbing wave generator requires (Gilbert (1978)): 

l. A means of detecting reflected waves as they approach the wave generator 

2. A means of making the paddle generate waves that are, in effect , equal and 
opposite to the reflected waves so that the reflected waves are cancelled out as 
they reach the paddle. This requirement is over and above the need to generate 
the primary incident waves. 

Milgram (1970) presentedasystem in which waves in a channel were absorbed by means 
of a moving termirration at the end of the channel. The motion of the termirration 
needed for absorption was determined by analog filtering of a surface elevation signal 
measured in front of the termination. This active waYe absorber was not used in a 
combined generation and absorption mode. 
Deriving the refiected wave signal from a combined wave field requires a means of 
separating incident and reflected wave signals. The common approach to separating 
incident and reflected wave signals when performing simultaneous wave generation and 
active wave absorption is by measuring the surface elevation on the face of the wave 
paddle. The reflected wave signal is then determined as the difference between the 
measured surface elevation signal and the generated surface elevation signal ( which is 
estimated basedon the wave generator control signal). Systems basedon this approach 
were deseribed by Bullock and Murton (1989), Hi rakuchi et al. (1990) and Schii.ffer et 
al. (1994) . 

In the following an absorbing w ave generatorbasedon a new principle will be presented, 
and its performance is evaluated based on the results of physical model tests . T he 
absorbing wave generator has previously been presented by Christensf'n and Frigaard 
(1994). 

3.2 Principle 

The absorbing wave generator is operated by non-recursive linear digital fi lters working 
in real time. A short introduetion to the subject of non-recursive digi tal filters is given 
in App. A. 

The paddle dispiacement cerreetion signal needed for absorption of reflected waves 
is det ermined by means of digital filtering and subsequent superposition of surface 
elevation signals measuredin two positions in front of the wave generator (fig. 3.1). 
The wave gauges are placed in the far field (see sec . 2.2). 
When active absorption is applied, the paddle dispiacement correction signal is added 
to the input paddle dispiacement signal read from the signal generator, causing the 
w ave generator to opera te in a combined generation/ absorption mode. 
Having outlirred t he principle of the system, the only remairring problem in the design 
process is to specify t he frequency response of the linear filters applied. 
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Figure 3.1: Principle of absorbing wave generator. 

3.3 Theory 

In fig. 3.2, a wave channel equipped with two wavc gauges is shown. 

x 

x 

W ave 
Gauge 

# 1 
WATER DEPTH,d 

Figure 3.2: Wave channel with piston~type wave generator. 
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The surface elevation signal at a position x may be regarded as a sum of harmonic 
components. Considering an isolated component, the surface elevation arising from 
this component may be written as the sum of the corresponding incident and refiected 
wave components 

ry(x, t) T/r( x, t)+ T/R( x, t) 
Arcos(wt- kx +</>r)+ ARcos(wt + kx +ØR) (3.1) 

where indices I and R denote incident and refiected, respectively. 

As the refiected wave componcnts reach the wave generator, they are reflected at the 
front of thc wave generator giving rise to a rcrcflectcd wavc componcnt. Assuming that 
the wave generator is fully refiective, the rcrefiected wavc comparrent is given by 

'T/RR(x,t) = ARcos(wt- kx +</>n) (3.2) 
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In principle, active absorption of reflected wave components is performed by generating 
wave components which are identical to the rereflected components except for a phase 
shift of 1r. When superposed, rereflected and generated wave components cancel out , 
and the problem of rereflection is eliminat~d. Thus, the generated wave component 
corresponding to absorption of the reflec ted wave component is given by 

TJ-RR(x,t) = ARcos(wt - kx+ ØR + 7r) (3.3) 

The corresponding wave generator dispiacement signal is given by (see sec. 2.2) 
l 

X - RR(t) = J(J(w)ARcos(wt +</>R - <I>J+7r) (3.4) 

Thus, eq. (3.-1) defines the paddle dispiacement correction signal needed for absorption 
of the refl.ected wave component . 

In the foliowing it is shown that it is possible to amplify and phase shift the surface 
elevation signals from the two wave gauges in such a way that their sum is ident ical to 
the paddle correction signal corresponding to absorption of the reflected component as 
given by eq. (3.4). 

At the two wave gauges (fig. 3.2) the surface elevation signals aregiven by 

17(x1, t) A1 cos(wt - kx 1 +</>i)+ AR cos(wt + kx 1 +<PR) (3.5) 

7J(x2, t) Arcos(wt - kx2 +</>I)+ ARcos(wt + kx2 + rPR) 
A1cos(wt - kx1 - kt;;.x + </>I )+ 

AR cos(wt + kx 1 + kt;;.x +</>R) (3.6) 

where x 2 = x 1 + L;;.x has been substituted into eq. (3.6). 

By means of linear filtering, the surfac~ elevation signals measured at wave gauges # l 
and #2 are amplified by ID(w) l and phase shifted by <I>1(w) and <h(w), respectively. 
The modified signals, denoted by superscript *, are 

ry*(xh t) = IV(w) IAi cos(wt - kx1 + </>J+ <I>1(w)) + 

JV(w) IAR cos(wt + kx1 + </>R + <I>1(w)) (3.7) 

IV(w)[AI cos(wt - kx1 - kt;;.x + rPI + <I>2(w)) + 
IV(w)IAR cos(wt + kx1 + k6x +</>R+ <I>2(w)) 

The sum of 1((x1, t) and ry*(x2 , t) , which is denoted X*(t), is 

X *(t) = ry*(x1,t)+7J*(x2,t) 

2IV(w) IAI cos( kD.x + <I>I (w)- <I>2(w)) 
2 

( 
k -+. - kL;;.x+<I>1(w)+<I>2(w)) 

cos wt- X 1 + 'I'I + 
2 

+ 

l ()l ( - kJ.x + <I> 1 (w) - <I>2(w)) 
2 D w AR cos 

2 

( k 
-+. k6 x +<I>1(w) + <I>2(w)) 

COS wt + X 1 + 'l' R+ 
2 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 
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~t is seen that x•(t) and X-RR(t) = K/(w) AR cos(wt + 4m- </!1 + 1r) are identical signals 
m case 

2IV(w)l cos( kt.x- <lit~) + <li 2(w)) l 
(3.10) = I<,(w) 

k kt.x + <lit(w) + <li2(w) 
Xt + 2 = -</J,+7r+n·27r, nE(O,±l, .. ) (3.11 ) 

kt.x + <lit (w)- <li2(w) 'Ir 
(3.12) = z+m·7r, m E (0,±1,±2, .. ) 

2 

Solving eqs. (3.10)-(3.12) with respect to <lit (w), <li2(w) and IV( w) l with n = m = O 
yields 

IV(w)l 

= -<P!- kt.x- kx1 + 37r/2 

= -</J,-kxt+'lr/2 

l l 

I<,(w) . 2 cos( -kt.x + 1r /2) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Eqs. (3.13)-(3.15) specify the frequency responses, i.e. the amplification factors and 
phase shifts, of the linear filters #l and #2 in fig. 3.1. 

As mentioned above, the linear filters applied are so-called non-recursive filters. For 
a. non-recursive fil ter operator with a.n odd number of coefficients N, the output is 
dela.yed by ~·;,t, where J, denotes the sampling frequency. In order to compensate for 
the phase shift introduced by the delay, an additional phase shift of 

N -1 
r/>d = ~w (3.16) 

is introduced in eqs. (3.13) and (3.14). This yields the foliowing desired frequency 
response of non-recursive filters #l and #2 

<lit(w) 
N -l 

(3.17) - <P, - kt.x- kxt + 3'1r/2 +--w 
2/. 

<li2(w) 
N -l 

(3.18) -<P,- kxt + 1rj2 +--w 
2/. 

IV(w)l 
l l 

(3.19) = I<, (w). 2 cos( -k t. x + 1r /2) 

Inspection of eq. (3.19) revea.ls that IV(w)l is the produet of two terms. 
The first term is the inverse Biesel far field coefficient. This term approaches infinity 
as f approaches O Hz (see fig. 2.2). Thus, absorption of low frequency reflected wave 
components requires large piston stroke length. In practice, this term must be trun
cated at low frequencies in order to avoid that the wave paddle dispiacement signal 
exceeds the maximum paddle displa.cement. 
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The second term is associated with the separation of incident and reftected wave signals. 
This term approaches infinity at frequencies for which 

k!lx =n· 1r, n= O, l, 2 ... (3.20) 

For frequencies in the vicinity of these singularities, noise in the measured surface eleva
tion signals will be amplified, resulting in significant errors in the paddle dispiacement 
correction signal X*(t). Consequently, the gauge distance !lx mustbechosen sothat 
the singularities fall outside the range of wave frequencies. 
The problem is identical tothat deseribed by Goda and Suzuki (1976), and it can be 
eliminated by replacing the two wave gauges applied here with two colocated gauges, 
i.e. a wave gauge ( or pressure gauge) and a current meter located o n the same vertical 
line in the channel (Hughes, 1993). 

3.4 Physical Model Tests 

3.4.1 Test Set-up 

In arder to determine the performance of the active absorption method deseribed a bove, 
the method was implemented in the control system of a piston-type wave generator 
placed in a wave channel at the Hydraulics & Coastal Eng. Laboratory, Aalborg Uni
versity. The geometry of the wave channel and the wave gauge positions are given in 
fig. 3.3. A water depth of d = 0.5 m was maintained throughout the test series. 

WAVE 
PADDLE 

ACTIVE REFL. 
ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT 
WAVE WAVE 
G U ES GAUGES 

0,2 

REFL. 
WALL 

Figure 3.3: Wave channel and wave gauge positions. 

SPENDING 
BEA CH 

The active absorption system was based on surface elevation measurements obtained 
in wave gauges position ed at distances of x1 = 1.80 m and x2 = 2.10 m from the wave 
paddle. Thus, both wave gauges were positioned in the far field, i.e. at distances ex
ceeding 3d (see sec. 2.2). 
The wave spectra reproduced in the wave channel are typically characterised by spee
tral peak frequencies of 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz. With the wave gauge distance of D.. x = 0.30 m, 
the singularities in the desired gain arewell outside this frequency range (see fig. 3.4). 
When active absorption was applied, the surface elevation time series were recorded 
and digitized by means of a PC equipped with an A/D-D/ A-card, digital filtering and 
superposition were performed, and the resulting paddle dispiacement correction signal 
was added totheinput signal read from the signal generator. 
At the far end of the channel, aspending beach was situated. In order to be able to 
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perform tests with different degrees of reflection from the channel termination, provi
sion was made for mounting a vertical reflecting wall in front of the spending beach. 

3.4.2 Filter D esign 

Non-recursive filters with N = 123 coefficients and a sample frequency of J. = 40Hz 
were applied. T he desired frequency response, D( w), of the filters is given by eqs. 
(3.17)-(3.19). The desired frequency response of filter #2 is plottedin fig. 3.4. 
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Pigure 3.4: Frequency response of fil ter #2, model test. Dots mark sample frequencies. 

The filter design is complicated by the presence of multiple singularities in the desired 
gain. In the vicinity of these singularities, the desired gain is characterised by quick 
t ransitions which eannot be modelled with finite length non-recursive filters (see App. 
A). 
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As mentioned above, the energy in the wave spectra generated in the wave channel is 
normally concentrated in the frequency range 0.5 Hz-l. O Hz. Consequently, the filter 
frequency response should be in good agreement with the desired frequency response 
in this frequency range. 
The filters were designed by means of the trial-and-error approach deseribed in App. 
A. In order to obtain the smooth filter frequency response 1i(J) given in fig. 3.4, the 
frequency response at the sample frequencies was manipulated in the following way: 
The singularity in the desired filter gain at f = O Hz, was removed by prescribing gains 
of 2.5 and 2.6 at sample frequencies O and l. These manipulations yield a filter gain 
in poor agreement with the desired gain at low frequencies (O Hz-0.4 Hz). However, 
they are necessary in order to avoid oscillat ions in the filter frequency response due to 
quick transitions (see App. A). Furthermore, as mentioned in sec. 3.3, the gain should 
be truncated at low frequencies in order to avoid wave paddle dispiacement signals 
exceeding the maximum paddle displacement. 
The desired frequency response at higher frequencies is characterised by multiple sin
gularities in the gain, appearing at a growing rate as the frequency increases. Further
more, the phase shifts at high frequencies are characterised by quick transitions. It 
was found, that it was impossible to design a non-recursive filter with this frequency 
response. Therefore, zero gain was preseribed at sample frequencies above 1.5 Hz, in
troducing a low pass fil ter effect which effectively removed all singularities (see fig. 
3.4). 
The final filter frequency response given in fig. 3.4 is in good agreement with the 
desired frequency response in the frequency area 0.4 Hz-1.3 Hz, and consequently the 
filter is well-suited for the physical model t ests. 
Similar manipulations were performed in the design of filter #l. 

3.4.3 Test Results 

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the absorbing wave generator when applied to 
irregular wave tests involving test structures with different degrees of reflection, tests 
covering all four permutations of the alternatives 

• Either with or without actiYe absorption applied 

• Either with the spending beach or the retleeting wall at the far end of the channel 

were performed. 
All tests were performed with exactly the same input from the signal generator: a wave 
paddle dispiacement signal corresponding to a JONSWAP-spectrum with significant 
w ave height H s = 0.04 m, peak frequency JP = 0.6 Hz and peak en hancement factor 
1 = 3.3 sampledat a frequency of fs = 40Hz and generated by means of digital filtering 
of Gaussian white noise in the time domain (see sec. 2.3.3). 
The wave channelis equipped with three wave gauges mounted onabeamat distances 
of 3.0 m, 3.1 m and 3.3 m from the w ave paddle (see fig. 3.3). In each test the incident 
and reflected spectra were resolved as deseribed by Mansard and Funke (1980) based 
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on surface elevation time series measured in these gauges. Surface elevation time series 
of length T = 1280 s sampled at a frequency of J, =10Hz were applied. In the data 
analysis, the measured time series were divided in to subseries of length 256Llt = 25.6 s 
which yields 50 spectral estimates and a frequency domain resolution of Llf ~ 0.039 Hz. 
The incident spectra are given in fig. 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Incident wave spectra, test serie<> l. 

The tests showed that the spending beach reflected only 5-10% of the incoming wave 
energy in the frequency range of the input spectrum. Consequently, the "beach, no 
absorption., incident spectrum in fig. 3.5 ma.y be regarded as the target spectrum: the 
disturbances introduced by rereflection are negligible. 
The "beach, absorption" incident spectrum is almost identical to the target spect rum. 
This implies that applying the active absorption system to tests involving test struc
tures with littie reflection will not introduce disturbances in the incident spectrum. 
The efficiency of the active absorption system is demonstrated by the test results ob
tained with the reflecting wall instalied at the far end of the channel. When active 
absorption is applied, the incident spectrum is in excellent agreement with the tar
get spectrum, whereas the incident spectrum obtained without active absorption is 
significantly distorted by rereflection (see fig. 3.5). 

Subsequently, the significant wave height of the target JONSWAP-spectrum was raised 
to H. = 0.08 m , and the four tests were repeated in arder to determine the performance 
of the absorbing wave generator when applied to more severe wave conditions . The 
measured incident wave spectra corresponding to this test series are given in fig. 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Incident wa.ve spectra., test series 2. 

Aga.in, the "beach, absorption" incident spectrum is al most identical to the target sper
trum, indicating excellent performance of the absorbing wave generator at low l~vels 
of reflection. 
However, with the reflecting wall instalied at the channel termination, the incident 
wave spectrum is distorted despite the application of the absorbing wave generator: 
the incident wave energy is reduced in the entire frequcncy range. These discrepancies 
may indica.te poorer performance of the absorbing wave generator due to the increased 
wave height (the desired frequency responses of thc filters applied were derived based 
on the linear hydrodynamic transfer fundion presented in sec. 2.2, which is valid for 
small-amplitude waves only). However, the reduction in incident wave energy may 
have been caused by wave breaking: when the retleeting wall is installed, a significant 
retlected wave train is introduced resul ting in an increase in the total wave energy, 
which may cause wave breaking. In faet, wave breaking was observed during both 
tests with the retleeting wall instalied at the far end of the channel, whereas no wave 
brea.king occured in the two tests performed with the spending beach at the channel 
termination. In any case, comparison of the incident wave spectra obtained with and 
without the absorbing wave generator indicates that the application of an absorbing 
wave generator has reduced the problem of rereflection. 

In arder to visualize the effect of active absorption in the lime domain, the foliowing 
test was performed: the retleeting wall was instalied in lhe far end of the channel, and 
irregular waves were generated. After 60 seconds, wa\·e generation w as terminated, and 
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active absorption w as applied. A surface elevation time series recorded at x = 3.0 m is 
given in fig. 3.7 a. 
For comparison, a time series recorded in a similar test in which active absorption was 
not applied is given in fig. 3. 7 b. 
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Figure 3.7: Time series obtained with (a) and without absorption (b). 

Furthermore, the stability of the system was tested. 
Again, the reflecting wall was mounted at the far end of the channel. The active 
absorption system was applied, and a paddle dispiacement time series of length T = 
51.2 s was generated and sent repeatedly to the w ave generator. 
Two sets of surface elevation time series of length T were recorded starting from t = T 
and t = 25 T, respectively, and the incident and reflected spectra were resolved. The 
resulting incident spectra are given in fig. 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Incident. wave spectra. 
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Fig. 3.8 indicates that the system is stable. Apparently, 25 repetitions of the input 
signal (approx. 20 minutes of wave generation) have not caused significant disturbance 
in the incident spectrum despite retleetion from the wall at the channel termination. 

3.5 Condusion 

A method for active absorption of reflected waves in wave channels by means of an 
absorbing wave generator has been presented. 
The motion of the wave generator, which is needed for absorption, is determined by 
means of linear digital filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevations mea
smed in two fixed positions in front of the wave generator. 
The method has been implemented in the control system of a piston-type wave gen
erator instaHed in a wave channel, and irregular wave tests involving test structures 
with different degrees of refl.ection have been carried out in order to determine the 
performance of the absorbing wave generator. 
The tests performed imply that excellent absorption characteristics have been achieved. 
The absorbing wave generator is capable of reducing the problem of rereflection consid
erably even at very high levels of refiection. Furthermore, the active absorption system 
appears to be stable. 
Converting a conventional wave generator to an absorbing wave generator based on 
the method presented above is relatively inexpensive considering the improvements 
achieved: the only requirements are two conventional wave gauges and a PC equipped 
with an A/D-D/ A-card. These facilities will normally already be available in most 
labaratory environments (if a PC equipped with an A/D-D/ A-card is used as signal 
generator for the wave generator, the wave gauges can be connected to this computer, 
allowing the computer to perform signal generation and correction signal calculation 
simultaneously). 

Compared to the methods for design of absorbing wave makers presented previously, 
the new method presented above has the advantage that the refiected wave signal is 
determined based on measurements obtained in the far field, i.e. the disturbances from 
the near field are avoided (in the methods presented previously, measurements are ob
tained on the face of the wave paddle, where the local disturbances from the near field 
may cause a high degree of wave breaking). Furthermore, no prediction of the incident 
wave train based on the wave generator control signal is needed for separation of the 
incident and refiected wave trains. 
However, the new method has the disadvantage of requiering two wave gauges (the 
methods presented previously only require a single gauge placed on the face of the 
paddle) and the problem of the singularities appearing in the desired frequency re
sponse, a problem which can be solved by replacing one of the two wave gauges with 
a current meter. 



Chapter 4 

3-D Wave Generation 

4.1 Introduetion 

Unidirectional (2-D) waves represent a simplified model of the sea states occurring 
in nature. Ocean waves are generally multidirectional. Often the three-dimensional 
structure of ocean waves must be taken into account when physical model tests are 
performed . 

In general, laboratory facilities for direction al w ave generation are basins of rectangular 
shape, in which the wave generator takes up one side of the basin and passive wave 
absorbers are placed along one or all of the remaining three sides. Wave generators for 
generation of directional seas are comprised byseveral narrow, individually controlled 
wave paddles arranged on a straight line. Such segmented wave generators are referred 
to as serpent-type wave generators. 
A serpent-type wave generator is capable of generating waves with wave crests oblique 
to the wave generator front. Reproduction of directional seas is performed by simulta
neous generation of wave trains traveiling in different directions. 

ThP. reproduction of short-crested seas requires a mathematical model describing the 
three-dimensional structure of the sea surface. In three-dimensional, linear, irregular 
wave modelling, the surface elevation is assumed to be a stationary, ergodie Gaussian 
stochastic process produced by superposition of many infinitesimallinear wavelets with 
different directions of trave!, i.e. the surface elevation is given by 

I 

71(x,y,t) L:A;sin(w;t- k;xcose;- k;ysin(J; + tjl;) 
i=1 

I 

L: A; sin(w;t- k;x + tjl;) ( 4.1) 
1=1 

23 
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where 

k i k; [ '~''' l (4.2) 
smOi 

x [ : l (4.3) 

In order to describe the distribution of variance over frequencies and directions in 
irregular, directional seas, the directional spectrum S~(w, O) is introduced. 
The directional spectrum is often considered a produet of the frequency spectrum, 
Sry(w), and a directional spreading function, D(w,O). That is 

( 4.4) 

where O is the wave propagation angle and D( w, O) must satisfy 

[''"D( w, O) dO = l (4.5) 

toassure identical wave energy in Sry(w, O) and Sry(w). 

Several semi-empirical proposais to the formulation of D(w, O) have been suggested. 
Mitsuyasu ( 1975) presented the Cosine-power or cos25 spreading function given by 

D( O) = s
2
s-l r 2

(s+l) zs (0 -00 ) 

w, 7r r (2s +l) cos 2 (4.6) 

where s is a spreading parameter, 00 is the meandirection and r the Gamma function. 

In fig. 4.1 , D is plotted as a function of O for various val u es of s . T he spreading 
width, IJ8 , defined as the standard deviation of t he spreading function D is plotted as 
a function of the spreading parameter in fig . 4.2. 

In the following, the principle in mechanical 3-D wave generation is presented and the 
transfer function for oblique wave generation is derived. Sources of error in labaratory 
3-D wave generation are presented, and methods for synthesis of controlsignals for ser
pent type wave generators are described. Finally, the results of a series of labaratory 
3-D wave generation tests will be presented and discussed. 
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4.2 3-D Hydrodynamic Transfer Function 

In sec. 2.2, the hydrodynamic transfer function for uni-directional linear waves was 
given for a piston-type wave generator. To generate oblique linear waves traveiling 
in a direction different from the x-axis direction perpendicular to the front of the 
gen~rator, il. different transfer fundion must be applied. In the following, the principle 
in generation of oblique, regular waves by means of a serpent-type wave generator is 
presented, and the 3-D hydrodynamic transfer function is derived. 

Consider a serpent-type wave generator consisting of a number of infinitely smal! pad-

elles (fig. 4.3). 

x 

Figure 4.3: Oblique wave generated by serpent-type wave generator. 

Each wave paddle moves harmonically in the x-axis direction with the amplitude e. 
If the wave generator was to produce a long crested regular wave traveiling in the x
direction (O = O deg) the paddles should move as one solid unit as deseribed in sec. 2.2. 
In order to produce a regular oblique wave traveiling in the O direction, phase shifts 
must be introduced between the individual paddles. It is evident that the required 
phase shifts between individual wave paddles will !cad to a sinusoidal shape of the 
front of the wave generator. If the wave length of the generated wave is L the wave 
length of the sinusoidal front of the wave generator is l = L/ sin O (see fig. 4.3). Thus, 
for a wave paddle centred in y, the p hase shift relative to the origin is 

q; 21r'f!._ 
l 

kysinO (4.7) 
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Furthermore, the magnitude of the 3-D hydrodynamic transfer fundion differs from 
the magnitude of the 2-D transfer fundion derived in sec. 2.2. 
Consider part of the w ave generator of length .0.1, and let the generated regular wave 
energy travelin the O direction with the group celerity c9 (see fig. 4.4). 

c 

o wave gen. front 

f,[ 

Figure 4.4: Wave generator generating oblique, regular wave. 

The energy flux, Ej, over the length l is proportional to the amplitudesquared multi
plied by the group velacity (Dean and Dalrymple (1984)), i.e. 

(4.8) 

Consequently, the energy flux in the generated oblique wave over the length .0.1 cos O 
in fig. 4.4 is 

( 4.9) 

Assuming that no cliffradion occurs (i.e. that the wave generator is infinitely long), this 
energy flux must be balanced by the energy flux over the length .0./ just in front of the 
wave generator. As the wave amplitude in front of the wave generator corresponding 
to the progressive term in eq. (2.3) is eKJ(w), and the corresponding group velocity is 
c9 / cos O, t his energy flux is 

(4.10) 

Combining eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) the amplitude in the generated oblique wave can be 
written as 

A = KJ(w, O) e , KJ(w, O) = KJ(wB) 
cos 

( 4.11) 

Thus, for a wave paddle motion given by 

X(y, t) =e sin(wt - ky sin O) (4.12) 
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the far field surface elevation is given by 

17(x, t) = K1(w, B)e sin(wt- kx + <Pt) (4.13) 

4.3 Numerical 3-D Wave Synthesis Methods 

In general, numerical methods for synthesising surface elevation and wave generator 
control signals corresponding to directional seas are divided into two categories: Single 
Summation Models and Double Summation Models, according to the way in which the 
directional spectrum is decomposed. 
In the following, a short introduetion to both types of models is given. 

4.3.1 Single Summation Models 

In Single Summation Models the directional spectrum is decomposed as follows 

N 

TJ(X, y, t) = 2: An cos(w"t- knx cos ()n - knY sin ()n + Øn) ( 4.14) 
n = l 

where Wn = n6.w 

An = Jzsf1(wn)6.w 

Øn : 2nU[O, l] (DSA-formulation) 

Thus, each frequency component is assigned a unique wave propagation angle Bn· 
Several wave synthesis methods based on the Single Summation Method have been 
suggested. 
Sand and Mynett (1987) presented a method in which the propagation angles are 
selected at random according to the cumulative distribution of D( w, B). 
Miles (1989) suggested rewriting eq. ( 4.14) in the foliowing form 

I J 

TJ(X, y, t)= 2:2: A ;i cos(w;jt - k;jX cos B;j - k;iY sin ()ij + cPij) (4.15) 
i=lj= l 
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where w;j = (J(i- l)+ j)tlw 

A;; = ,j2s~ (w;; )D( w;;, B;; )J tlwtlB 

l= NfJ 

B;i = (P; (j)- 1)6.8 + Bmin 

6.8 = (Bmax - Bmin)/(J- l) 

r/J;; : 21l'U(O, l] 
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and B max and B min denote the maximum and minimum discrete wave direction, respec
tively. Thus, the directional spreading furretion is discretized into J equally spaced 
wave directions ranging from Bmin to Bmax· 
Three different formulations of the integer furretion P; (j) were given. P; (j) could either 
be chosen as one of the following furretions 

P;(j)=j ,j=l..J (4.16) 

P;(2j-l)=j and P;(2j)=J/2+j ,j=l..J/2 ( 4.17) 

or as a random permutation of the integers from l to J . 

Evidently, methods based on eq. ( 4.15) yield a good fit to the target spreading func
tion over each frequency interval Jtlw. However, this is achieved at the expense of 
distortions in the frequency spectrum. 
In contrast, the method suggested by Sand and Mynett (1987) yields a cerreet repro
duetion of the frequency spectrum. 

4.3.2 Double Summation Models 

The basic Double Summation Model is given by 

I J 

'T!(x,y,t) = LLA;;cos(w;t- k;xcosB;j- k;ysinB;j + rPii) 
i= l j=l 

w; = itlw, Ø;j = (j- 1)6.8 + Bmin 

where A;j = J2S~(w;, B;;)tlwtlB 

rPii : 21l'U(O, l] (DSA-formulation) 

or A;j = Jalj + blj 

rPij = arctan (b;;/ a;j) 

a;n b;; : N(O, S~(w;, Ø;j )tlwtlB) (NSA-formulation) 

( 4.18) 
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An important characteristic of the Double Summation Models is that due to phase 
locldng between eomponents with identieal frequencies traveiling in different direetions, 
the generated wave field is neither ergodie nor spatially homogeneous for finite values of 
I and J as pointed out by Jefferys (1987). However, when the time domain white noise 
filtering teehnique is applied (see sec. 4.4) the problem of phase locking is eliminated. 
Miles and Funke (1989) presented three methods for frequeney domain simulation of 
waves based on the Double Summation Model. 

4.4 3-D Wave Generator Signal Synthesis 

As mentianed above, reproduction of directional seas is performed by simultaneous 
generation of wave trains traveilingindifferent directions. Combining the double sum
mation model deseribed above (eq. (4.18)) with eqs. (4.12) and (4.13), a wave field 
characterised by the directional wave spectrum Sry(w, B) is generated by prescribing 
wave generator dispiacements given by 

l J 

X(y, t)= L L e;i cos(w;t- k;y sin B,i + </J;i) ( 4.19) 
i = l j = l 

W;= iC::.w, B;j = (j- l)C::.B + Bmin 

where e;j =K ( 1 8 .. ) f2Sry(w;,B;i)t::.wt::.B f w,,,, v 
</J;i : 211U[O, l] (DSA-formulation) 

or €;j = Jari+ brj 

</J;i = aretan(b;ifa;i) 

a;j,bii: .N(O, K ( 1
8 .. ) 2 Sry(w;, B;i)6.w6.8) (NSA-formulation) 

J w,,,, 

If waves are simulated in the frequency domain, i.e. by white noise filtering in the 
frequency domain and subsequent use of IFFT, a N point realisation of the wave 
generator dispiacement signal in position y is written as the Fourier series 

N/2 J 

X(y,nt::.t) = LLe;ieos(w;nC::.t-k;ysinB;j+</J;i) 
i=! j = l 

N/2 

L e; cos(w;n6.t +Ø;) , n= l..N 
i= l 

where w;= i6.w , C::.w = ;~t 

e;=Jar+br 

Ø; = arctan (b ;j a;) 

a; =~f=! e;i cos( -k;y sin B;i + </J;i) 

b; = ~f=1 e;i sin( -k;y sin B;i + Ø;i) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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where the amplitudes e;i and phases Øii can be chosen using either the DSA or the 
NSA method. 
Thus, each wave generator dispiacement signal is obtained by one N point IFFT. 

Alternatively, wave generator dispiacement signals can be simulated in the time domain 
by means of linear filtering of white noise. This can be done by extending the time 
domain method for numerical unidirectional wave generation presented in sec. 2.3.3 
to multidirectional wave conditions. Applying non-recursive linear digital filters (see 
App. A) a N point realisation of the wave generator dispiacement signal in position y 
can be determined as 

J I 

X(y,nllt) = L."L>1a!.-i ,n= l..N 
j= l i=l 

where the desired gain and phase of the filter operator hi are given by 

IVi(w)l = {E K,(~, Bi) Jsry(w,Bi)t.B 

iJ.ii (w) -ky sin ()i 

()j (j- l)flfJ +()min 

( 4.22) 

( 4.23) 

( 4.24) 

( 4.25) 

and G!i represents a sequence of independen t standard normal distributed random num
bers, i.e. 

~: N(O, l) ( 4.26) 

Thus, the directional wave field is decomposed into J directions each represented by 
a linear filter operator hi. The output from each linear filter j represents a wave 
generator dispiacement signal corresponding to a unidirectional, irregular wave train 
traveiling in the ()i direction. Each wave generator dispiacement signal is obtained by 
performing N· J J-point discrete convolut ions. 

Frequency domain simulation appears to be themost commonly used double summa
tion method. However, the foliowing arguments in favour of time domain simulation 
may be given: 

Time domain simulation basedon the double summation method deseribed above avoid 
the problems introduced by discrete wave components, i.e. the generated wave fields 
areergodie and spatially homogeneous (Jefferys (1987)). 

Frequency domain simulation requires batch processing; prior to generating the desired 
wave field, the length of the generatedsignal N mustbechosen and the N-point wave 
generator dispiacement signal must be determined and stored. In contrast, time domain 
simulation offers the possibility of generating the wave generator dispiacement signal 
on-line, i.e. during the test, with no restrietion on the length of the generated signal. 

Furthermore, the computational effort involved in frequency domain simulation is of the 
order of N In{ N) due to the use of IFFT, and the storage requirement is proportional 
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to N (Solomonidis and Yarimer (1992)). When time domain simulation is applied, the 
computational effort is linear in N (see eq. (4.22)), and the storage requirement is 
smal! and does not depend on N. Consequently, for large N, time domain simulation 
appears to be preferable . 

4.5 Sources of Error 

As deseribed in sec. 4.2 the required phase shifts between individual wave paddles in 
a directional wave maker generating an oblique, regular wave willlead to a sinusoidal 
shape of the front of the wave generator. If the front of the actual wave generator fails 
to reproduce this shape correctly, as always will be the case due to the fi.nite width of 
the individual wave paddles, undesired (spurious) waves will be generated. 

x 

y 

m: 5 4 3 2 l o 

Pigure 4.5: Serpent-type wave generator with hinged paddles. 

Sand (1979) determined the amplitudes Ap and directions ()P of waves generated by 
means of wave generators comprised by fi.nite width wave paddles. For the wave gen
erator given in fig. 4.5, the correct wave generator dispiacement signal for generating 
an oblique wave with frequency w and direction ()given by eq. ( 4.12) is approximated 
by 

X(y, t) = e sin(wt- 21rN;) + eY71 
( sin(wt- 2rrW)- sin(wt- 2rrlJ;)) 

ml<y<(m+l)l 

where N1 denates the number of paddles per period in the y-direction, i.e. 

L 
N~=-1 . B 

Sin 

( 4.27) 

( 4.28) 

Eq. ( 4.27) was represented by a Fourier series, and the regular, oblique wave generated 
by each term in the Fourier series was determined. For the p'th term, the amplitude 
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and direction of the generated wave was determined as 

,I< (w,fJ) = I<J(w) ( sin(1r/Nc) )
2 

f P cos ()P 1r(p - 1/ Nc) 
( 4.29) 

( 4.30) 

where p is in the interval 

l l l l 
Nc - L < p < Nc + L ( 4.31) 

The main wave propagating in the fJ-direction corresponds to p = O whereas p =f. O 
represents spurious wave components. 
Comparison of eqs. (4.29) and (4.11) shows that for a wave generator with firrite width 

w ave paddles, the hydrodynamic transfer furretion is reduced by a factor of ( sinJ/t::<) r. 
A measure of the inf!uence of spurious w aves may be obtained by determining the ratio 
of the amplitude of the !argest spurious wave, p= P, and the generatedmain wave 

Ap cosfJ 
-,-::--:-----:-:-

A o cosfJp (PNc -1)2 
(4.32) 

The ratio given by eq. (4.32) differs fromthat presented by Sand (1979) who applied 
a 3-D hydrodynamic transfer furretion independent of the wa\'e direction when deter

' mirring the ratio ~· 
In fig. 4.9, the ratio given by eq. ( 4.32) is given as a furretion of w ave frequency and 
direction for a specific example. 

The physical boundaries of the wave basin will inevitably introduce other undesirable 
effeets which reduce the quality of the generated wave field. Furthermore, the control 
system of the wave generator represents a possible source of error. Sand and Mynett 
(1987) Iisted the following sources of error in 3-D wave generation 

• Diffraction. The hydrodynamic transfer furretion presented in sec. 4.2 was de
rived under the assumption that no energy is transported along the crest of the 
generated wave. For a firrite width wave generator, this assumption is not valid: 
diffraetion of generated oblique waves will cause a reduction in wave amplitude. 

• Refiection. Waves reflected from the boundaries of the wave basin will cause 
disturbances in the generated w ave field. The problem of refleetion can b e reduced 
by means of passive wave absorbers placed along the far end and side walls of 
the wave basin. 

• Local disturbances. As deseribed in sec. 2.2 local disturbances will occur in the 
near field close to the wave board. However, at distances of 3d from the wave 
generator the effect of these disturbances will be negligible. 

• S ervocontrol system. If the amplification of the servo loop in the wave generator 
controlsystem is too low, the servocontrol system will introduce phase shifts and 
reduced amplitudes relative to the desired wave generator control signal. 
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4. 6 Boundaries o f Test Area 

l 

Reproduction of directional seas is performed by simultaneous generation of wave trains 
travelling in different directions. In multidirectional wave generation, the test arca is 
defined as the area in which all generated wave components will be representPd. When 
a wave field corresponding to a given target directional wave spectrum is generated, 
the testareais limited by the maximuro and minimum directions of propagation (Bmin 
and Bmar) in the decomposed target directional spectrum. This !imit ation is illustrated 
in fig. 4.6. The dashed lines indicate the limits of the generated wave components 
travelling in the B min and B max directions. As the generated wave components propagate 
away from the wave malær front, wave energy will diffract into the areas beyond the 
dashed lines, and the amplitudes of the wave components propagating within the test 
area will be reduced. Thus, the quality of the generated wave field will decrease towards 
t he horders of the test area. 

Figure 4.6: Limitations in the available test area. 
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4. 7 Physical Model Tests 

This seetion deseribes a series oftestsin which w ave generatorcontrolsignals generated 
by means of the time domain white noise filtering method deseribed above are applied 
to a directional w ave generator in order to produce irregular, directional w ave fields in 
a labaratory wave basin. 

4. 7.1 Test Set-up 

The tests were performed in the 3-D wave basin at the Hydraulies & Coastal Engineer
ing Laboratory, Aalborg University. The design of the test faeility was deseribed by 
Bureharth et al. (1986). In fig. 4.8, the dimensions of the basin are given. 

The serpent-type wave generator eonsists of nine paddles hinged with vertical axes to 
ten hydraulic pistons (see fig. 4.8). Each paddle has a width of 0.9 m and a height of 
l. O m. A short description of the w ave generator control system is given in App. B. 
In order to determine whether the wave generator servecontroller would represent a 
significant source of error in the wave generation tests (see sec. 4.5), a series of tests 
were performed in order to determine the wave generator servecontroller frequeney 
response (see App. B). The measured frequency responseis given in fig. 4.7 . 
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Figure 4.7: Frequeney response of servocontrol system (see App. B). 

At the far end of the basin, a passive wave absorber designed as aspending beaeh of 
perforated, corrugated glass fibre panels is installed. In order to reduceretleetion from 
the basin sides, so-,called upright passive wave absorbers made of vertical, perforated 
steel piates have been placed along both side walls. 

All tests were performed with a water depth of d = 0.35 m. The performance of the 
passive wave absorber at the basin end is poor at low water depths. Consequently, a 
grave! spending beach with slope 1:6 was placed in front of the passive wave absorber. 

In fig. 4.8, the test set-up is given. 
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Figure 4.8: Test set-up, Hydra.ulics & Coa.sta.l Eng. La.bora.tory 3-D wa.ve ba.sin. 

In order to predict the magnitude of the disturbances ca.used by spurious wa.ves gener
a.ted during the experiments, the term Ap/ Ao (the ratio of the !argest spurious wave 
amplitude and the generatedmain wave amplitude) and Op (the direction of the !argest 
spurious wa.ve), see sec. 4.5, wa.s determined a.s a. function of wave frequency and gen
erated main wave direction. The results aregiven in figs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. 
In all tests performed, the energy of the target directional spectrum is concentrated 
at frequencies from 0.6 Hz to 1.3 Hz, and directions of propagation of Jess than 60 deg. 
For frequencies of Jess than 0.9 Hz no spurious waves will appear for directions of Jess 
than 60 deg. For frequencies above 0.9 Hz, however, spurious waves will be a source of 
error. 
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l Test no. 

l H z l m l deg / 

l 0.8 0.05 o 6 

2 0.8 0.05 o 12 

3 0.8 0.05 o 25 

4 0.8 0.05 15 12 

5 0.8 0.05 15 25 

Figure 4.11: Test program, 3-D wave generation tests. 

In the wave generation tests performed, the target frequency spectrum was a Pierson
Moskowitz type frequency spectrum with significant wave height H, = 0.05 m and peak 
frequency f p = 0.8 Hz. Tests involving five different Mitsuyasu type target directional 
spreading functions were performed. 
The test program is shown in fig. 4.11. 

4. 7 .2 Filter Design 

As mentianed above, the wave generator dispiacement signals applied to the direc
tional w ave generator were generated by means of the time domain white noise filtering 
method deseribed in sec. 4.4. The problem in applying this method is to design filter 
operators characterised by the des i red frequency response gi Yen by eqs. ( 4.23) and 
(4.24). 

The filter operators were designed by means of the method deseribed in App. A. In 
all tests performed, a sample frequency of J, = 30Hz w as chosen for the filters, and 
the directional spectrum was discretised into J = 21 directions. The remaining design 
parameter is the filter length I. In order to reduce the computational time required 
in generating the wave generator dispiacement signals, the filter length should be as 
small as possible. Thus, the design process is reduced to the problem of determining 
the minimum filter length I required to obtain a filter operator characterised by a 
frequency response ?i(w ), which represents an acceptable approximation to the des i red 
frequency response V(w). 

In the following, the design of a specific fi lter operator is described. The example 
involves a filter operator applied in test 2, in which a directional resolution of 68 = 
5.314deg was used (Bmax = - Bmin = 53.14deg). 
The filter operator was designed for wave generator l , positioned at y= 4.5 · 0.9 m (see 
fig. 4.8). The filter operator corresponds to j= l (81 = -53.14deg). 
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Figure 4.12: Frequency r espanse o f filter, I = 331. 
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Figure 4.13: Frequency response of filter, I= 665. 
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Fig. 4.12 shows the frequency response of the filter operator with a length of I = 331. 
T he desired frequency response is plotted for comparison. The frequency response of 
the filter operator is in poor agreement with the desired frequency response, partic
ularly at high frequencies, where the the desired phase response is characterised by 
quick transitions. Consequently, the filter operator length must be increased. 
If the filter operator length is doubled, the filter frequency response represents an ex
cellent approximation to the desired frequency re~ponse ( see fig. 4.13). Consequently, 
a filter length of I = 665 was chosen. 

4.7.3 Test Results 

In order to enable estimation of the directional spectrum of the generated wave fields , 
a wave gauge array was instalied in the basin. The geometry of the wave gauge array 
had to be chosen in such a way that the array would fit into the test area defined 
by maximuro and minimum directions of propagation Bmar = -Bmin = 60 deg (see fig. 
4.8). Furthermore, all gauges had to be placed at distances of morethan 3d = 1.05 m 
from the wave generator front in order to avoid the effect of local disturbances (see sec. 
4.5). Basedon these requi rements, a wave gauge array identical to array 2 deseribed 
in Ene!. l was chosen and instalied in the basin (see fig. 4.8) . 
In each test, surface elevation time ~eries of length T = 2048s were sampled with a 
sample frequency of J. = 6Hz. In the data analysis, the measured time series were 
divided in to subseries of length 512.0..t ~ 85.3 s which yields 24 spectral estimates and 
a frequency domain resolution of .0..f ~ 0.0117 H7.. 

In each of the five tests, the directional spreading furretion D(f, B) corresponding to 
the peak frequency was estimated based on the measured surface elevation time series 
by mcans of two different methods for directional spectrum estimation. The methods 
applied were 

• The maximuro likelihood method based on standard directional spreading furre
tions (Isobe ( 1990)). 

• The Bayesian Directional Spectrum Est imation Method (Hashimoto et al. (1987) ). 

The maximuro likelihood method based on standard directional spreading furretions 
(ML.t-.I) estimates the directional spectrum of the wave field under the assumption that 
the directional spreading furretion is given in a specifled mathematical form. Here, the 
Mitsuyasu type spreading furretion is applied, i.e. a mean direction Bo and a spreading 
parameter s are estimated. In End. l , a description of the MLM method is given. In 
order to determine the performance of the MLM method, the method was applied to 
numerically generated surface elevation time series corresponding to each of the five 
target directional spectra Iisted in fig. 4.11. The results of these numerical tests are 
given in End. l. 
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In contrast to the maximuro likelihood method applied here, the Bayesian Directional 
Spectrum Estimation Method (BDM) is not basedon the assumption that the spread
ing furretion has a certain mathematical form. In this method, the only assumptions 
made are that the spreading function is smooth and that it only takes on values larger 
than zero. Consequently, this method should be capable of identifying spreading func
tions of arbitrary shape (e.g. asymmetricaland multi-mode spreading functions). The 
BDM method is applied in order to determine whether the unimodal Mitsuyasu type 
standard directional spreading function applied in the maximuro likelihood method 
can be expected to provide a good estimate of the spreading fundion of the generated 
wave field. 

In figs. 4.14-4.18 the spreading functions corresponding to the peak frequency esti
mated with the MLM method and the BDM method are given for each of the five 
physical model tests performed. 
For comparison, the target spreading functions are plotted. 

The MLM and BDM estimates are generally in good agreement. No additional modes 
have been identified by the BDM method (if present, refl.ected waves would appear at 
directions cl ose to 180 deg, transversal w aves at ±90 d eg), and the spreading funct ions 
estimated using the BDM method are symmetrical. 
In general, the estimated spreading furretions are in excellent agreement with the target 
spreading functions, even with relatively large spreading widths and with oblique mean 
directions. However, in test 4 (see fig. 4.17), the spreading furretion estimated by means 
of BDM differs somewhat from the target spreading function. 
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Figure 4.14: Estimated and Target spreading functions, f =0.797Hz, test l. 
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Subsequently, the spectral density, meandirection and spreading width was estimated 
in the entire frequency range of the target directional spectrum for each of t he five 
physical model tests using the MLM method. The results aregiven in figs. 4.19-4.23 . 

In general, the parameters estimated based on the measured surface elevation time 
series are in good agreement with the target values. However, discrepancies do occur. 

At low frequencies (f< 0. 7Hz) the estimat.ed spreading width is generally higher than 
the target value. However, comparison with the numericaltest results (fig. 7-11, End. 
l) shows that similar discrepancies appear when the MLM method is applied to nu
merically generated wave data. Therefore, these discrepancies are not necessarily due 
to sources of error present in the physical model. 

In test l (s = 6, 00 = O deg, fig. 4.19), t he estimated spectral density is generally 
lower than the target value at high frequencies. Furthermore, the estimated spreading 
width is considerably lower than the target value at high frequencies. Comparing the 
estimates in fig. 4.19 to the estimates obtained from the corresponding numerical test 
(End. l, fig. 7) shows that these discrepancies only occur in the estimates obtained 
from the physical model test. Consequently, the discrepancies must be due to sources 
of error present in the physical model. 
Comparing the estimates for test l to the c:stimates for test 2 (s = 12, 00 = O d eg, fig. 
4.20) and test 3 (s = 25, 00 = O d eg, fig. 4.21) shows t hat the reduction o f spertral 
density and spreading width with increasing frequency is particularly pronounced for 
target spectra with large spreading widths. 

These discrepancies could be due to diffraction. More energy is lost through diffraction 
at high frequencies than at low frequencies: generated high frequency wave compo
nents would loose relatively more energy through diffraction while travelling towards 
the wave gauge array than low frequency components travelling in the same direction. 
Furthermore, the amount of energy lost through diffraction will increase as the angle of 
propagation increases. This would explain the faet that the estimated spreading width 
tends to become smaller than the target value as the frequency increases, particularly 
for target spectra with large spreading widths. 

The presence of spurious waves could provide another explanation to the discrepan
cies observed at high frequencies. As deseribed above, figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show that 
for frequencies above 0.9 Hz, spurious waves will appear. In faet, the discrepancies do 
start to appear for frequencies above 0.9-1.0 Hz. The amount of energy lost to genera
tion of spurious wave components will increa.se with increasing frequency and angle of 
propagation, causing a decreasing main wave amplitude and increasing spurious wave 
amplitude. 
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As deseribed in sec. 4.5, the servocontrol system of the wave generator may int ro
duce reductions in amplitude relative to the preseribed wave generator dispiacement 
signals, t hus reducing the spectral density. However, inspection of fig. 4. 7 shows 
that the frequency response of the wave generator servecontroller is characterised by 
a gain of IW(w)l = 1.01-0.97 (i.e. approximately unity gain) in the frequency range 
f = 0.7-1.3 Hz. Consequently, the reduction in spectral density caused by the wave 
generator servocontrol system will be negligible. 
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Figure 4.20: Estimated and Target directional spectrum parameters, test 2. 
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Figure 4.22 : Estimated and Target directional spectrum parameters, test 4. 
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4.8 Condusion 

The principle in mechanicallaboratory 3-D wave generation has been presented, and 
the 3-D hydrodynamic transfer furretion has been derived. Sources of error in 3-D wave 
generation have been described. 

A description of the Single Summation Model and Double Summation Model for numer
ical synthesis of wave signals and wave generator dispiacement signals corresponding 
to specifled target directional wave spectra has been given. 
Time and frequency domain methods for simulation of wave generator dispiacement 
signals have been presented. 

A series of labaratory 3-D wave generation tests have been performed. The test se
ries involved reproduction of 5 different multidirectional wave fields. Wave generator 
dispiacement signals were generated by means of white noise filtering in the time do
main. In contrast to white noise filtering in the frequency domain, which appears to 
be the most commonly used method, white noise filtering in the time domain offers 
the possibility of generating the wave generator dispiacement signals on-line with no 
restrietion on the lengths of the signals and with relatively smal! storage requirements 
and computational efforts. 
For each test the directional spectrum was estimated based on surface elevation time 
series measured in 5 positions in the wave basin. The MLM and BDM methods for 
directional spectrum estimation were applied. 
The measured directional wave spectra are generally in good agreement with the cor
responding target directional wave spectra. However, discrepancies do occur. These 
discrepancies appear to have been caused by diffraction and the presence of spurious 
waves. 
Based on the results obtained in the labaratory tests it is concluded that wave fields 
corresponding to the 5 target directional wave spectra can be successfully reproduced 
in the labaratory wave basin when the wave generator dispiacement signals are gener
ated by means of the time domain white noise filtering method. 
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Chapter 5 

3-D Active Wave Absorption 

5 .l Intro d uction 

As deseribed in see. 3.1, the presenee of rerefleeted waves is a signif1cant souree of error 
in labaratory tests involving reflective test s tructures. The problem of rereflection ean 
be solved by applieation of absorbing wave generators, i.e. wave generators eapable of 
simultaneously generating the desired incident wave field and absorbing the reflected 
wa,·e field. 

Several authors have presented absorbing wave generators for wave channels, i.e. wave 
generators capable of absorbing unidirectional refl.ected waves (see chap. 3). When 
labaratory tests involving multidirectional waves are performed , the problem of rere
flection is eomplicated by the directional spreading present in the wave field. In this 
case, absorbing directional wave generators, i.e. serpent-type wave generators capa
ble of simultaneously generating the desircd multidirectional incident wave field and 
absorbing the multidirectional reflected wave field, are required. 

Hirakuchi et al. (1992) deseribed an absorbing directional wave generator for labaratory 
wave basins. The dispiacement signal for eaeh individual wave paddle eorresponding 
to absorption of the refleeted wave field was determined based on a method for aetive 
absorption of unidirectional waves (Hirakuchi et al. (1990)). Consequently, the effect 
of wave obliqueness was neglected. 

In the following, an absorbing direetional wave generator based on a new method for 
active absorption of refl.ected waves in multidireetional seas will be presented. The 
method is based on the eorrect frequency and direction dependent 3-D hydrodynamic 
transfer furret ion derived in chap. 4, i.e. the effect of wave obliqueness is taken into 
account. The performance of an absorbing direetional wave generator based on the 
new method will be determined by means of physical model tests. 
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5.2 Principle 

The principle applied in the absorbing directional wave generator represents an exten
sion of the principle on which the absorbing unidirectional wave generator presented 
in chap. 3 was based: the dispiacement correction signal for each individual wave 
paddle needed for absorption of the refiected wave field is estimated in real time by 
means of linear filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevations measured 
in P positions in the wave field in front of the directional wave generator. When active 
absorption is applied, the paddle dispiacement correction signal for each individual 
wave paddle, X*(xm, t), is addPd to the input paddle dispiacement signal read from 
the signal generator, X (x m, t), causing the directional w ave generator to operate in a 
combined generation/ absorption mode. 

The principle is illustrated in fig. 5.1 for an absorbing directional wave generator in 
which P = 3 filtered surface elevation signals are superposed in order to obtain the 
dispiacement correction signal for each individual paddle. Two paddles are shown. 
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Figure 5.1 : Principle of absorbing wave generator. 

Witha given geometry of the wave gauge array placed in front of the wave generator, 
the remairring problem in the process of designing the absorbing direct ional wave gen
erator is to determine the filter characteristics of filters p, p = LP, which yield the 
best estimate of the individual paddle dispiacement cerreetion signals corresponding 
to absorption of the refiected wave field . In the following, these filter characteristics 
will be determined. 
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5 .3 T heory 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates a directional wave generator in a laboratory wave basin. 

x 

o o o o o o 

Figure 5.2: Definition sketch. 

When tests involving reproduction of irregular, multidirectional waves are performed, 
the surface elevation in the position x = (x, y) in the w ave field in front of the w ave 
generator is given by 

77(x, t) 77
1 (x, t)+ 77 R(x, t) 
I J 

"" I - I L..- L..- A;i cos(w;t- k;jX + cP;j) + 
i=t j=t 

l J 

"" R - - R L..- L..- A;j cos( w; t+ k;jX + cP;j) 
i=l i = l 

where w; = if:..w 

_ [ cos Bi l k;j =k; 
sin Bi 

Bi=jf:..B -~ 

!:.B= j 

(5.1) 

and superscript I and R denote incident and reflected, respectively. Thus , the incident 
wave field is comprised by waves propagating at directions ranging from -~ to ~,and 
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waves propagating at directions from I to ~ are regarded as reflected waves. 
As the reflected wave components reach the wave generator, they are reflected off the 
front of the wave generator giving rise to a rereflected wave field. Assuming that the 
wave generator is fully reflecti,·e and that Snelis law is applicable, the rereflected wave 
field is given by 

RR- l J R - =- R 
TJ (x, t)= L L A;i cos(w;t - k;jTX + rh) (5.2) 

i=l j=l 

In principle, active absorption of reflected wave components is performed by generating 
wave components which are identical to the rereflected components except for a phase 
shift of 1r. When superposed, these rereflected and generated wave components cancel 
out, and the problem of rereflection is eliminated. Thus, t he generated wave field 
corresponding to absorption of the reflected wave components is given by 

l J 

TJ-RR(x, t)= L L A~ cos(w;t- k/fx+ r/>~+ 1r ) (5.3) 
i=l i= l 

The corresponding wave generator dispiacement signal is given by (see sec. 4.2) 

X -RR(-x,t) = ~~ cos(Oj)AR ( -k ~ ·R -~, ) 
L d . ...~ f{ (w·) ij cos w;t- ij.L x+ tpij- '1'/ + 1r 
•=l J = l f t 

(5.4) 

Considering an individual wave paddle centred in the position x, the desired paddle 
dispiacement signal, i.e. the paddle dispiacement signal which would cause the direc
tional wave generator to absorb the reflected wave components, is given by eq. (5.4). 
However, determining the correct dispiacement signal by means of eq. (5.4) requires 
a priori knowledge of the refl.ected wave field (amplitudes, directions and phases of 
the components comprising the wave field) which is, in general, not available. Conse
quently, the correct paddle dispiacement signal must be estimated based on measured 
quantities. 

As deseribed above (sec. 5.2), the dispiacement signal corresponding to each individual 
wave paddle is obtained by means of linear filtering and subsequent superposition of 
surface elevation time series measured at locations x," p = l..P in the wave field in 
front of the wave generator (see fig. 5.2). 
Consider an individual wave paddle centred in Xm = (0, Ym)· 
Denoting the gain and phase of the p'th linear filter by 11-lp(w;)l and ~P( w;), respectively, 
we obtain the following dispiacement signal 

x•(xm, t) = X* 1 (x m, t)+ X*R(xn" t) 
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p l J 

2: 2: 2: IHp(w;)IA{; cos(w;t- k;,(xm + xp) + <PD + 4>p(w;)) 
)'=l i=! j=! 

p l J 

+ 2:2:2: IHp(w;)JA~ cos(w;t + k;;(xm + xp) +<P~+ 4>p(w;)) 
p=li=lj=l 

p l J 

2:2:2: IHp(w;)IAfj cos(w;t- k;ym sin IJj - k;/Xp + <P{j + 4>p(w;)) 
p=i i=l j=l 

p l J 
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+ 2:2:2: 11ip(w;)IA~ cos( w; t+ k;Ym sin IJj + k;/xp +<P~+ 4>p(w;)) (5.5) 
p=l i= l j=l 

The dispiacement signals defined by eq. (!l.i.i) cause the wave generator to generate an 
additional w ave field. Assuming that the width of the individual paddlesis infinitesimal 
(no spurious waves appear, see sec. 4.5), this additional wave field is given by 

7J"(x,t) 

In order to cancel out the rerefiected wave field, 7J*(x, t) should equal r1-RR(x, t). 
Consequently, our objective is to mirrimise the difference between 7J"(x , t) given by eq. 
(5.6) and the correct value of 7]-RR(x, t) given by eq. (5.3). Comparison of eqs. (5.6) 
and (5.3) reveals that this is achieved by 

l. Mirrimising the difference betweeu ry•R(x, t) and 7]- RR(x, t). 

2. Mirrimising r( 1(x, t). 

because ry•R(x, t) and ."- RR(x, t) are furretions of the refiected wave field parameters 
(A~ and <Pm whereas ."·l (x , t) is a function o f the incident w ave field parameters (Af; 
and cf>[;)· 
The variables in this minimisation problem are the filter characteristics IHp(w;)l and 
4>p(w;). In the following, requirements no. l and no. 2 will be formulated in terms of 
these variables. 
The variables IHp(w;)J and 4>P(w;) are furretions of w;. Thus the optimal choice of these 
values, i.e. the choice of !Hp(w;)J and 4>p(w;) which mirrimises the difference between 
the generated signal TJ*(x, t) and the correct signa]ry-RR(x, t), must be determined at 
each frequency w;. 

Considering the frequency w; we obtain the generated signal 

7J;(x, t) 
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whereas the correct signal is given by 

J -
7JiRR(x, t)= L A~ cos(w;t - k;/fx + .P~+ rr) (5.8) 

i=l 

Furthermore, taking only one directional component j into consideration yields the 
following generated signal 

77i;(x,t) 77i/(x, t)+ "li;R(x, t) 

p f{J(w;) I - - - - I L 17-lp(w;)l cos(IJ) A;; cos(w;t- k;;Xp- k;; x+ tP;; + r!JJ +~p( w;)) 
p=l J 

../; KJ(w;) R - _ - = R + ~ 17-lp(w;)l cos(O·) A;; cos(w;t + k;;:r.:p- k;;TX + rP;; +r/; 1 + ~p(w;)) 
p=l J 

(5.9) 

whereas the correct signal is given by 

(5.10) 

In the following, requirement no. l is formulated. 

Rewriting eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), the generatedsignal "liiR(x, t) and the correct signal 
1)ijRR(x , t) can be written as 

77it(x, t) 
-RR(- t) 1);; x, 

R -= R R· -= R aii cos(w;t- k;jTX + Ø;j)- bii sm(w;t- k;;Tx + </J;j) 

R ( -k ~ R) -A,i cos w;t - ij.L x+ Ø;j 

where the coefficients a:;n and bW aregiven by 

(5.11) 

( 5.12) 

( 5.13) 

(5.14) 

Introducing the complex filter frequency response 7-lp(w;) 
below), eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) are rewritten as 

7-l;p (see App. A and 

p 

An "'L..Wap.re · 7-l;p.re- g~p.im. 7-l;p.im) 
p= l 

p 

A~ L(9~P.re · 7-l;p.im + 9;1p· im · 7-l;p.re) 
p= l 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 
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where 
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( 5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

The ratio of the amplitude of the difference between the generatedsignal T'fil('x, t) and 
the correct signal T'fi;RR(x, t) and the amplitude of the correet signal is given by 

amp ("'il( x, t) - T'fi;RR(x, t )) 

amp ( T'fi;RR(x, t)) 

_l V(a~fl. + AR)2 + WR)2 
A~ •J •J •; 

p p 

<:Z::::<c~J)-rc . 'H.tp•re- Q~p.lm 1-l,p .im) + 1)2 + <:Z:<ot;p.re 'Hip ·im + otp-im 'Hlp·re))2 (5.21 ) 
p=l p =l 

where amp (x(t)) denotes the amplitude of the harmonic furretion x( t) . 
The ratio tf(w;) represents the relative amplitude of the difference betwe.en the gen
erated signal T'fiR(x, t) and the correet signal T'fi;RR(x, t) at the direction j . Thus, the 
squared ratio t.f(w;) 2 represents the relative energy of the difference between the gen
eratedsignal T'fiiR(x,t) and the correet signal T'fi;RR(x,t) at the direction j. In order 
to obtain a measure of relative energy of the difference between the generated signal 
T'fiR(x, t) and the correct signal T'fi RR(x, t), the distribution of wave energy over the 
directions f)i> j = l..J in the refleeted wave field must be taken into consideration . 
Thus, each squared ratio tf(w;)2 is assigned a weight cf proportional to the value of 
the expeeted directional spreading furretion of the refleeted wave field (see sec. 4.1). 
The weighted sum of the squared ratios tf(w;)Z corresponding to directions j = l..J is 
computed 

J 

:Z: cf.:f(w;)2 
j o= l 

t cf ( "tw§P.re · H.;p .re- g§P.im · H.;p.im) + 1) 
2 

;=1 p= l 

+ tcf (tw,~P.re · H.;p.im + Y;~p.im · H.;p.re) )

2 

J = l po=l 

(5.22) 

This furretion is a measure of the difference between T'fiR(x, t) and T'fiRR(x, t), i.e. a 
measure of how well requirement no. l is met. 

Using the same procedure, a measure of the difference between T'fi1(x, t) and O (as 
mentioned above in requirernent no. 2, T'fi1(x, t) should be minimised) can be obtained 
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as 

where 

,.,_[ . 
~ijp·lm 
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J 

l: c]t](w;)2 

j=l 

J 1 (amp(TJi/(x,t)))
2 

{;c; amp ( ri/;(x, t)) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

Requirements no. l and 2 have now been formulated in terms of the complex filter 
frequency response 1-l;p of filters p = l..P. The function 5R(w;) provides a measure 
of how well requirement no. l is met and 5I(w;) provides a measure of how well 
requirement no. 2 is met. In order to minimise the difference between the generated 
signal TJi(x,t) and the correct signal TJiRR(x,t), both 5R(w;) and 5l(w;) should be 
minimised. However, this would result in two different sets of complex filter frequency 
responses 1-l;p of filters p = l..P. In order to obtain one set of complex filter frequency 
responses, the sum of 5R(w;) and 5r(w;) is minimised (In principle, §R(w;) and 51(w;) 
should b e weighted according to the total amount of w ave energy present in the reflected 
and incident wave fields, respectively. However, for convenience, this will not be done). 
The function 

(5.26) 

may thus be regarded as a measure of the difference between the total generated signal 
TJi(x, t) and the correct signal TJiRR(x, t). This function is minimised in order to min
imise the difference between the generated signal and the correct signal (as deseribed 
above, the variables in the function are the complex frequency responses 1-l;p, p = l.. P 
o f the linear filters). · 
Thus, the derivatiw of 5(w;) with respect to 7-l;p is determined and set equal to zero 

85(w;) o, p= l..P (5.27) 
&1-l;p.re 
8c5(w;) o, p= l..P (5.28) 

81-l;p.im 
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This yields a linear equation system with 2 · P equations and 2 · P unknowns. This 
system of equations can be written as 

where 

E(p',p] 

E(p',p +P] 

E[p' +P, p] 

E[p' + P, p+ P] 

f[p'] 

J(p' +P] 

z (p'] 
z(p' +P] 

p' 

p 

J 

L cf. w&p.re. 9&p,.re + 9&p.im. 9f;p,.im) 
j=l 

J 

+L cf · (9§P.re · 9§P,.re + 9§P.im · 9§P,.im) 
j=l 

J 

L eJ· ( -9{;P.im · 9f;p,.re + 9{;P.re · 9f;P,.im) 
j=! 

J 

+L cf · ( -9§P.im · 9§Pr.re + 9§P.re · 9§P,.im) 
j = ! 

J 

L ej· ( - 9{;P.re · 9f;P,.im + 9{;P.im · 9f;P,.re) 
j=! 

J 

+L cf · ( -9§P.re · 9§P,.im + 9§P.im · 9§P,.re) 
j=l 

J 

L ej· (9{;P.im · 9f;P,.im + Y;~p.re · 9{;p'·re) 
j=! 

J 

+L cf · W§P.im · 9nP,.im + 9§P.re · 9§P, .re) 
j= ! 

J 

- L cf9§P,.re 
j=l 

J 
"\' R,.,R · 
L.." ej ';:lijp'·tm 
j= ! 

H;pr.re 
Hip'·im 
l.. P 
l.. P 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

( 5.38) 

(5.39) 

Solving this equation system with respect to z yields the complex frequency responses 
of linear filters l..P corresponding to the minimum error between the generated signal 
and the signal corresponding to absorption of refiected wave components. 
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5.4 Physical Model Tests 

5.4.1 Test Set-up 

In order to determine the performance of an absorbing direction al w ave generator based 
on the method deseribed above, a series of physical model tests were performed. 

The conventional directional wave generator applied in the laboratory wave generation 
tests presented in chap. 4 (the directional wave generator in the 3-D wave basin at 
the Hydraulics & Coastal Engineering Laboratory, Aalborg University) was converted 
into an absorbing directional wave generator based on the new method. As deseribed 
in sec. 4.7, this directional wave generator is comprised by nine wa.ve paddles of width 
0.90 m hinged with vertical axes to ten hydraulic pistons (see fig. 5.3). 

Converting a conventional directional wa.ve generator into an absorbing directional 
wave generator based on the method deseribed above is rela.tively simple: only the 
wave generator control system is modified; the wave generator itself requires no modi
fications. 

In fig. 5.3, the test set-up is depicted. 
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Figure 5.3: Test set-up, Hydraulics & Coastal Eng. Labaratory 3-D wave basin. 
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The active absorption system was based on surface elevation signals measured in 16 
positions in the wave field in front of the directional wave generator. The 16 wave 
gauges were arranged along two lines parallel to the front of the wave generator as 
shown in fig. 5.3 (wave gauges 1-16). 

For pistons 3-8 (see fig. 5.3), the individual piston dispiacement correction signals 
corresponding to absorption of the reflected wave field were estimated by means of 
linear filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevation signals measured in 
P = 6 positions in front of the piston. The surface elevation signals from the 6 nearest 
wave gauges were applied. The gearnetries of the wave gauge arrays corresponding to 
pistons 3-8 is given in fig. 5.4. 
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x 

0.90 m 0.90 m 

p=2o p=4 p=6o 
0.25 m 

p = l p=3 p = 5o 

1.20 m 
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---------~"'1'-----.......i~-----'n'-....i.--

Figure 5.4: Wave gauge positions, pistons 3-8. 

For pistons 2 and 9, the individual piston dispiacement cerreetion signals were esti
mated based on surface elevation signals measured in the two wave gauges in front of 
the piston. The piston dispiacement cerreetion signals for pistons 2 and 9 were also 
applied to pistons l and 10, respectively. 

In order to obtain a high degree of retleetion from the far end of the wave basin, a 
retleeting w all w as instaHed at a distance o f 3. 70 m from the directional w ave generator 
parallel to the wave generator front. The retleeting wall spanned the entire width of 
the basin (see fig. 5.3). 

All tests were performed with a water depth of d = 0.35 m, i.e. the water depth was 
the same as in the wave generation tests deseribed in sec. 4. 7. 

The tests performed represented an attempt to reproduce the incident wave fields 
generated in labaratory wave generation tests l and 2 deseribed in sec. 4. 7 with a 
highly reflective structure (the retleeting wall) instaHed in the basin. Consequently, 
a Pierson-Moskowitz type target incident wave frequency spectrum was applied, and 
tests involving two different Mitsuyasu type target incident wave directional spread
ing furretions were performed. In order to compare the performance of the absorbing 
directional wave generator with the performance of a conventional directional wave 
generator, each test was performed both with and without applying the active absorp
tion system. 
In fig. 5.5, the test program is given. The target significant wave height has been re
duced by 20% relative to the corresponding w ave generation tests deseribed in sec. 4. 7. 
This reduction was made in order to obtain approximately the same level of total w ave 
energy asin the wave generation tests deseribed in sec. 4.7 (where no wave retleetion 
occured) and thus the samP-level of higher order effects and the same signal/noise-ratio. 
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l Test no. Hs l Oo l S ab s. 

l on/off l 

la 0.8 0.04 o 6 o n 

l b 0.8 0.04 o 6 off 

2a 0.8 0.04 o 12 o n 

2b 0.8 0.04 o 12 off 

Figure 5.5: Test program, 3-D active wave absorption tests. 

5.4.2 Filter Design 

Having defined the geometry of the wave gauge array corresponding to each individual 
piston, the remairring problem in converting the conventional wave generator into an 
absorbing wave generator is to determine the desired filter frequency response of the 
linear filters applied and designing linear filters which match the desired frequency 
responses. 

For pistons 3-8, the geometry of the wave gauge array, i.e. the wave gauge positions 
Xp (p = 1..6), is given in fig. 5.4. At first, the desired complex frequency responses 
of filters l to 6 corresponding to a frequency of J; = 0.80 Hz (the target incident 
frequency spectrum p e ak frequency) w e re determined as descri bed in the previous 
section by solving the linear equation system eq. (5.29). The weighting furret ions eJ 
and ef were determined based on Mitsuyasu-type spreading furretions characterised 
by a mean direction of (}0 = O deg and a spreading parameter of s = 12. J = 288 
directions of propagation were applied. For all directions of propagation outside the 
interval -~ < (}i < ~' values of eJ = O and ef = O were applied. The gain and phase 
of the freq. responses corresponding to f; = 0.80Hz (w;~ 5.03rad/s) aregiven below. 

p l1tp(0.8H z) l if>p(0.8H z) 

rad 

l 0.2468 -2.5433 

2 0.2022 1.3310 

3 0.6064 -0.7162 

4 0.6084 3.0825 

5 0.2468 -2.5433 

6 0.2022 1.3310 
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Due to the symmetry of the wave gauge array around the x-axis (see fig. 5.4), the 
frequency responses of the linear filters corresponding to wave gauges l and 2 are 
identical to the frequency responses of the linear filters corresponding to wave gauges 
5 and 6, respectively. Consequently, only 4 linear filters are required. 

Based on the frequency responses given above, the performance of the absorbing direc
tional wave generator for a wave frequency of J; = 0.8 Hz was determined by computing 
parameters Ef(0.80Hz) and Ef(0.80Hz) for directions e;, j = l..J as deseribed in sec. 
5.3. 
The ratio Ef(w;) of the amplitude of the difference between the generated signal 

r('[iR(x, t) and the correct signal Tli}RR(x, t) and the amplitude of the correct signal 

ryijRR(x,t), given by eq. (5.21), is plottedin fig. 5.6a. 
The ratio Ef(w;) of the amplitude of the generatedsignal ry'[f(x, t) and the amplitude 
of the incident w ave field TJ[j(x, t) is plotted in fig. 5.6b. 
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Figure 5.6: Parameters Ef(w;) and Ef(w;), J; = 0.8 Hz. 

Fig. 5.6a shows that the amplitude of the error TJijR(x, t) - TJijRR(x, t) is generally Jess 
than 7% of the amplitude of the correct signal TJijRR(x, t). Consequent ly, requirement 
no. l (see sec. 5.3) has been met satisfactorily. 
Fig. 5.6b shows that the amplitude of the generated signal TJ'i/(x, t) is generally Jess 
than 2% of the amplitude of the incident signal TJ{i(x, t) . Thus, requirement no. 2 (see 
sec. 5.3) has also been met. 
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The process of determining the desired frequency response for filters p = 1..4 was 
repeated for frequencies of fi = i · 0.08 Hz, i = 1..25 and linear digital filters matching 
the determined frequency responses were designed. 
Non-recursive filter operators were used (see App. A). A sample frequency of J.= 30Hz 
was chosen and filters with N = 75 components were applied. In order to compensate 
for the phase shift introduced by the delay of the filter operators (see App. A) and 
the phase shift introduced by the wave generator servocontrol system (see App. B), an 
additional phase shift of 

(5.40) 

was introduced in the desired filter operator frequency responses. 
The filters were designed by means of the trial-and-error approach deseribed in App. 
A. For high frequencies, the desired frequency response was characterised by quick 
transitions in the phase shifts, as was the case with the filters applied in the 2-D active 
absorption system (see sec. 3.4.2). Thus, for high frequencies, it was found that it was 
impossible to design non-recursive filters with the desired filter frequency response. 
Consequently, zero gain w as preseribed for f > 1.5 Hz. 

In order to predict the performance of the absorbing directional wave generator in 
test 2, a numerical test was performed . Surface elevation time series corresponding 
to gauge posi tions Xp, p = 1..6 were generated numerically. The target incident wave 
field in the numerical wave generation was identical to the target incident wave field 
corresponding to test 2 (see fig. 5.5). The far end of the basin was assumed parallel 
to the wave generator and fully refiective, thus giving rise to a reftected wave field 
with parameters identical to those of the incident wave field. The target incident and 
reflected directional spectra were discretised into I· J = 15·15 = 225 harmoni c compo
nents. Each component was assigned a random phase, and the surface elevation signals 
were generated using a discrete-time version of eq. (5.1). 
The estimated piston dispiacement signal X"(t) was determined by convolving the 
numerically generated surface elevation signals with the non-recursive linear filter op
erators designed for the physical model tests and superposing the filtered signals. Fur
thermore, the correct piston dispiacement signal corresponding to full absorption of 
the reflected wave components, x - RR(t), given by eq. (5.4), was determined. Both 
signals aregiven in fig. 5.7. For comparison, the difference between the two signals is 
given. The piston dispiacement signal determined by means of linear filtering of the 
numerically generated surface elevation series is in good agreement with the correct 
signal. Consequently, the result of the numerical simulation suggests that the perfor
mance of the absorbing wave generator will be good. 
Notice that the differences between X* (t) and x-RR(t) (see fig. 5.7) arenot only caused 
by discrepancies between the desired frequmcy responses and the actual frequency re
sponses of the filters applied: even if the desired and actual frequency responses were 
in perfect agreement, X"(t) would still fail to match the correct signal x-RR(t) due to 
the faet t hat the error fundions 5R(wi) and 5I (wi) differ from O. In contrast, t he 2-D 
absorption system (see sec. 3) yields perfect agreement between X "(t) and x -RR(t) 
when the actual filter frequency responses match the desired filter frequency responses. 
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Pigure 5.7: Piston dispiacement signals . 

5.4.3 Test Results 

Prior to performing the planned irregular wa,·e tests , a series of simple regular wave 
tests involving unidirectional waves were performed. 

W aves of frequency f = 0.85 Hz, amplitude A1 = 0.015 m and direction of propagation 
e = O deg were generated with the wave generator operating in the cernbined gener
ation/absorption mode. The test was repeated with the wave generator operating as 
a conventional w ave generator, i.e. without active absorption applied. In bo t h tests, 
surface elevation time series were recorded with a wave gauge instaHed at a distance of 
0.05 m from the refl.ecting wall (w ave gauge 22, fig. 5.3). The recorded surface elevation 
t ime series are shown in fig. 5.8. 
The regular wave tests were repeated with a direction of propagation of e = lO deg. 
Again, surface elevation time series were recorded from wave gauge 22 (see fig . 5.9). 
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Figure 5.8: Surface elevation time series obtained with (a) and without absorption (b) . 
Regular wave test l (A1 = 0.015m, f= 0.85Hz, 8 = Odeg). 
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Figure 5.9: Surface elevation time series obtained with (a) and without absorption (b). 
Regular wave test 2 (A1 = 0.015m, f = 0.85Hz, O= lOdeg). 
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Provided the absorbing directional wave generator is capable of eliminating the prob
lem of reretlection, the w ave field in front of the w ave generator w il! be a combined w ave 
field comprised by the generated incident wave field and a retlected wave field. The 
incident and retlected wave fields will form a standing wave pattern with an antinode 
at the retleeting wall. Thus, a surface elevation time series measured directly in front of 
the reftecting wall will be a harmonic signal with amplitude 2A1 = 0.030 m (assuming 
that the wall is fully retlective and no diffraction occurs). 
Figs. 5.8a and 5.9a show that with the wave generator operating as an absorbing direc
tional wave generator, the problem of reretlection is insignificant: the measured t ime 
series are harmonic signals with amplitudes of approximately 0.025 m. T he reduction 
in amplitude relative to 2A 1 = 0.030 m is as expected: the w all is not ful! y refl.ective 
and diffraction will occur. Furthermore, wave gauge 22 is not placed directly in front 
of the wall. 
Without absorption applied, i.e. with the wave generator operating as a conventional 
directional wave generator, the wave field is significantly disturbed by rerefiection (see 
figs. 5.8b and 5.9b ). 

Subsequently, irregu/ar wave tests la, l b, 2a and 2b (see fig. 5.5) were performed. 

In order to enable estimation of the directional spectrum of the incident wave fie ld in 
ea.ch test, a wa.ve gauge array identical to array 3 deseribed in Ene!. l was instalied 
in the basin (wa.ve gauges 17-21, see fig. 5.3). In each test, surface elevation time 
series of length T = 2048 s were sampled from w ave gauges 17-21 and 22 with a sample 
frequency o f !s = 6 Hz. 
In the data. analysis, the mea.sured time series were divided into sub~eries of length 
512l:.t ~ 85.3 s which yields 24 spectral estimates and a frequency domain resolution 
of l:. f ~ 0.0117 Hz. 

For ea.ch of the 4 irregula.r wave tests the frequency spectrum of the surface elevation 
time series mea.sured in wa.ve gauge 22 wa.s determined. 
As deseribed a.bove, a.n efficient a.bsorbing directiona.l wa.ve generator will elimina.te the 
reretlected wa.ve field so tha.t the wa.ve field in front of the wa.ve generator will be a 
combined wa.ve field comprised only by the genera.ted incident w a. ve components and the 
corresponding retlected wa.ve components. Each generated incident wave component 
will form a. standing wave pattern with the corresponding reftected wave component 
with a.n antinode at the retleeting w all. Consequently, i f n o reretlection occurs, i.e. i f the 
wa.ve generator is capable of absorbing the refiected wave components, the frequency 
spectrum of a surface elevation time series mea.sured directly in front of the retleeting 
wall will be identical in form to the generated incident wa.ve frequency spectrum but 
with four t imes the total energy of the genera.ted incident wave frequency spectrum, i.e. 
with a significa.nt wave height of H. = 2Hf (a.ssuming that the wall is fully refiective 
and no diffraction occurs). 
In figs. 5.10 and 5.11 the measured frequency spectra are given. For comparison, the 
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with peak frequency f 'P = 0.80 Hz and significant wave 
height H, = 2Hf = 0.08 m, i.e. the ta.rget frequency spectrum, is plotted. 
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Figure 5.10: Frequency spectra, test la and lb (see fig. 5.5) . Wave gauge 22. 
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Figure 5.11: Frequency spectra, test 2a and 2b (see fig. 5.5). Wave gauge 22. 
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Inspection of figs. 5.10 and 5.11 shows that the absorbing directional wave generator 
is capable of reducing the problem of rerefl.ection significantly. 
With the wave generator operating as an absorbing directional waYe generator, the 
measured frequency spectrum is in reasonable agreement with the target frequency 
spectrum (tests la and 2a). However, the measured spectral density is generally lower 
than the target value. Again, this is as expected: the wall is not fully refiective and 
wave energy will inevitably be lost through diffraction. Furthermore, wave gauge 22 is 
not placed directly in front of the wall. 
When active absorption is not applied, i.e. with the wave generator operating as a 
conventional directional wave generator, t he measured frequency spectru~ is in poor 
agreement with the ta.rget spectrum (tests l b and 2b). Without active absorption, the 
measured frequency spectrum is characterised by a number of peaks. In fig. 5.12 the 
frequencies at which the rerefiected wave component is in phase with the generated 
incident wave component for a direction of propagation of (} = O deg are marked (for 
this direction of propagation, incident and rereflected w aves are in p hase w hen twice the 
distance from the wave generator front to the refiecting wall equals an integer number 
of wave lengths). Comparison of fig. 5.12 and figs. 5.10b and 5.1lb shows that the 
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Figure 5.12: Wave length (linear wave theory). Water depth d = 0.35 m. 

pea.ks in the measured frequency spectrum coincide with the frequencies at which the 
rerefiected wave component is in phase with the generated incident wave component . 

Finally, the MLM method based on standard directional spreading functions was ap
plied to the surface elevation time series recorded in w ave gauges 17-21 in each irregular 
wave test in order to estimate the parameters in the incident directional spectrum and 
a frequency dependent refl.ection coeffi.cient describing the reflection characteristics of 
the retleeting wall. The standard directional spreading function applied was the Mit
suyasu spreading function, i.e. a mean direction 80 and a spreading parameter s were 
estimated. 
In Encl. l a detailed description of the MLM method is given (End. l also ineludes 
the results of a series of numerical tests in which the MLM method has been applied to 
numerically generated surface elevation time series corresponding to the target incident 
directional spectrumparameters in tests 1a,lb and 2a,2b and a refl.ection coefiicient of 
r(w) = 0.95). 
The estimated incident directional spectrum parameters and refl.ection coeffi.cients cor
responding to each of the four irregular wave tests are given in figs. 5.13-5.16. 
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Figure 5.15: Est. and target incident dir. spectrum parameters, test 2a. 
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Figure 5.16: Est. and target incident dir. spectrum parameters, test 2b. 
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Figs. 5.13 and 5.15 show that when active absorption is applied, the estimated incident 
directional spectrumparameters are in reasonable agreement with the target values. 
In both tests the estimated parameters corresponding to frequencies of approximately 
1.4 Hz differ significantly from the target parameters. Furthermore, inspection of fig. 
5.13 shows that for test la, the estimated spreading width is generally lower than the 
target value whereas the estimated spectral density is higher than the target value for 
frequencies in the vicinity of the target peak frequency. However, comparison with the 
numericaltest results given in End. l (figs . 14 and 15, Encl.l) shows that similar dis
crepancies appear in the corresponding numerical tests . Therefore, the discrepancies 
observed are not necessarily due to sources of error present in the physical model. 
The discrepancies occurring for f > 1.5 Hz are due to the faet that zero gain was pre
seribed for the linear filters at frequencies above f= 1.5 Hz (sec. 5.4.2), i.e. no attempt 
was made to absorb reflected waves with frequencies above 1.5 Hz. 

Figs. 5.14 and 5.16 demonstrate the effect of performing tests involving reflective 
structures without applying active absorption: in b oth tests, the incident wave spee
trum is significantly disturbed by rereflection. As expected, peaks in the incident wave 
frequcncy spectrum appear at frequencies corresponding to constructive interference 
between incident and rereflected waves for a direction of (} = (}0 = O d eg. 
For frequencies characterised by a peak in the incident wave energy, the spreading 
width is relatively low. This indicates that the increase in incident wave Pnergy due to 
rereflection is !argest for directions cl ose to (} = O d eg. 

5.5 Condusion 

A method for active absorption of multidirectional reflected wave fields in labaratory 
wave basins by means of an absorbing directional wave generator has been presented. 

Reflected wave components are absorbed by generating additional wave components 
which cancel out the corresponding rercflected components. The wave paddle dis
piacement correction signal for each individual wave paddle in the wave generator 
corresponding to absorption of the reflected wave field is estimated in real time by 
means of linear filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevat ion time series 
measured at positions in the wave field in front of the wave generator. The frcquency 
responses of the linear filters applied are determined so that the difference between the 
additional generated wave field and thc wave field corresponding to elimination of the 
rereflected wave field is minimised. At a given frequency, this eriterion yields a simple 
linear system of equations from which the complex filter frequency responses can be 
determined. 

A conventional directional wave generator instalied in the 3-D wave basin at the Hy
draulics & Coastal Engineering Laboratory, Aalborg University, has been converted 
into an absorbing directional wave generator based on the method deseribed above. 
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The absorbing directional w ave generator has been applied to a series of tests involving 
generation of irregular, multidirectional wave fields in a test set-up, where a highly 
reflective structure spans the entire width of the basin. The test results show that the 
absorbing directional wave generator is capable of reducing the problem of rereflection 
significantly. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Methods for mechanical generation of linear 2-dimensional (2-D) and 3-dimensional 
(3-D) waves in physical models have been presented. 
The linear 2-D hydrodynamic t ransfer function relating the wave generator dispiace
ment signal to the generated surface elev11.tion signal has been reviewed. The principle 
in mechanical 3-D wave generation has been presented, and thc linear 3-D hydrody
namic transfer function has been derived. Methods for numerical synthesis of surface 
elevation signals or wave generator control signals corresponding to specifled target 
incident ( directional) w ave spectra have been presented. 
A series of labaratory 3-D wave generation tests have been performcd. The test series 
involved generation of 5 different irregular, multidirectional sea states each charac
terised by a specifled target directional wave Spectrum. Wave generator dispiacement 
signals corresponding to the target directional wave spectra were synthesised by means 
of linear digital filtering of Gaussian w hitenoise in the time domain. For each of the 5 
tests the directional wave Spectrum of the generated w ave field was estimated based on 
surface elevation t ime series measured in the basin (the MLM and BDM methods for 
directional spectrum estimation were applied). In general, the estimated directional 
spectra were in excellent agreement with the corresponding target directional spectra. 
Consequently, it was conducled that wave fields corresponding to the 5 target direc
tional wave spectra were successfully reproduced. 

Absorbing wave generators capable of simultaneously generating the desired incident 
wave field and absorbing the refl.ected wave field have been developed and tested. 
The absorbing wave generators presented are based on a new principle for active ab
sorption of reflected waves: the wave generator dispiacement cerreetion signal corre
sponding to absorption of the refl.ected wave field is determined in real time by means 
of linear filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevation &ignals measured 
in P positions in the wave field in front of the wave generator. 
For 2-D waves, the wave generator dispiacement cerreetion signal corresponding to ab
sorption of the refiected unidirectional wave train can be determined exactly by means 
of linear filtering of P = 2 measured surface elevation signals. Physical model tests 
were performed with an absorbing 2-D wave generatorbasedon this principle. Irregu-
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!ar wave tests involving test structures with different degrees ofretleetion were carried 
out. The test results show that excellent absorption characteristics were achieved. 
For 3-D waves, the dispiacement correction signal for each individual wave paddle cor
responding to absorption of the multidirectional reflected w ave field is estimated in real 
time by means of linear filtering and subsequent superposition of surface elevations 
measured in P positions in the wave field in front of the wave paddle. The frequency 
responses of the linear filters applied are determined so that the difference between the 
additional generated wave field and the wave field corresponding to elimination of the 
rereflected w ave field is minimised. A convention al directional wave generator has been 
converted into an absorbing directional wave generator based on this principle and ap
plied to a series of physical model tests. The tests performed involved generation of 
irregular, multidirectional wave fields in a test set-up where a highly reflective structure 
spanned the entire width of the wave basin . The test results show that the absorb
ing directional wave generator was capable of reducing the problem of rerefiection in 
multidirectional wave fields significantly. 
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Appendix A 

Non-Recursive Digital Filters 

The foliowing is a short introduetion to non-recursive digital filters . The introduetion 
ineludes a presentation of the general recursive form of digital filters. Recursive filters 
are classifled as linear, time-invariant systems (LTI-systems). 
Subsequently, the frequency response of non-recursive filters is presented, and a simple 
technique for non-recursive filter design is introduced. Finally, the concept of causality 
will be defined. 

A.l L TI-systems 

A digital filter is a discrete-time system, transforming a discrete sequence of input data, 
Xn, into a discrete sequence of output data, Yn· 

The general form of a so-called recursive digital filter is given by 

J K 

Yn = L CjXn-j + L dkYn- k (A. l) 
j=-J k= l 

where c; and dk are the filter coefficients. 
The term "recursive" refers tothelatter of the two sums in eq. (A. l) which relates the 
present output to previous outputs. If the coefficients dk are chosen as O, the filter is 
non-recurs1ve. 
The impulse response of a digital filter is defined as the output produced when the 
input is a digital impulse Pn defined as 

{ 

l if n=O 
Pn = 

O otherwise 
(A.2) 

Digital filters are often classifled in accordance with their impulse response. Thus 
recursive filters are generally lnfinite lmpulse Response filters (!IR-filters) whereas 
non-recursive filters areFirrite lmpulse Response filters (FIR-filters). 
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I t is easily verified that a recursive filter S exhibits the foliowing properties (Karl, 1989) 

l. Linearity: 
If Xn and Zn are discrete-time data sequences, then 
S (axn + b::n) = aS(xn) + bS(zn) 
where a and b are arbitrary constants. 

2. Time-invariance: 
The rule used to compute the output does not depend on the time at which the 
input is applied. That is, an impulse applied as input to the filter will produce the 
same output independent of w hen the input occurs, except for the corresponding 
time shift. 

C'onsequently, recursive filters are so-called LTI-systems (Linear Time-Invariant sys
tems). 
In the following, only non- recursive filters will be treated. In general, a given frequency 
response can be modelled with considerably fewer filter coefficients when applying a 
recursive filter, thus providing faster data processing. However, non-recursive filters 
are easier to understand, design and use. 

A.2 Frequency Response 

The input-output relation of a non-recursive digital filter of odd length N is given by 
the discrete convolution integral 

J 

Yn = L CjXn.-j 
j=-J 

N -1 
,1 = - 2 -

If the input to a non-recursive filter is a discrete-time camplex exponent ial 

Xn = eiwn 

the output becomes 
J 

Yn = L Cjeiw(n-j) 

j=-J 

J 
eiwn L Cj€-iwj 

j = - J 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

Thus, the output is likewise a discrete-time camplex exponential modified only by the 
factor 

J 

H(w) = L Cj e - iwj (A.7) 
j=-J 
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which is called the frequency response of the filter operator. 
The frequency response is normally expressed in terms of magnitude (gain) [H(w )[ and 

phase if;(w) 

where 

[H(w)[ 

~j!( w) 

JH(w).re2 + H(w).im2 

(
H(w).im) 

arctan H(w).re 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

If the filter has real coefficients, the frequency responsefor positive frequencies is related 
to the responsefor negative frequencies. Applying the Euler identity to eq. (A.7) yields 

J 

H(w).re I:: Cj cos(wj) 
j=- J 

J 

H(w).im = - I:: Cj sin(wj) 
j=-J 

(A.ll) 

(A.l2) 

Thus, the real part of the frequency responseis a sum of even (cosine) functions of w , 
whereas the imaginary part is a sum of odd (sine) furretions of w. Therefore 

H(w).re = H( - w).re 
H(w).im = - H(- w).im 

(A. l 3) 

(A. U) 

i.e. for real filter coefficients ej, the frequency responseis Hermitian (Karl (1989)). In 
terms of magnitude and gain, this yields 

[H(w) [ = [H( - w) [ 
Ø(w) = - Ø( - w) 

If the input to a real-coefficient non-recursive filter is a cosirre 

Xn cos(wn) 
l . . = - (e•wn + e-•wn) 
2 

the following output is obtained 

Y n ~(H(w)eiwn +H( - w)e- iwn) 
2 

~ (IH(w)[ei(wnH(w)) +[H( -w)[e- i(wn- 9'>(-w))) 

~ ( IH(w) [ei(wnH(w)) + [H(w)[e- i(wn+</!(w))) 

[H( w)[ cos(wn +Ø( w)) 

(A.l5) 

(A.l6) 

(A.l7) 

(A.l8) 

(A.l9) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

Thus, the response of a real-coefficient non-recursive filter to a cosirre input of frequency 
w is the input scaled by [H(w)[ and shifted in phase by Ø(w). 
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A .3 Design of Non-Recursive Digital Filters 

Non-recursive filter design addresses the problem of computing the filter coefficients 
Cj (the filter operator) for use in convolving with the input data to achieve a desired 
frequency response D( w). 
The common approach in non-recursive filter design is to define a design error t(w) as 
the difference between the desired response and the filters actual response 

t(w) = D(w)- H(w) (A.23) 

The design eriterion is chosen as the integral squared design error 

(i\.24) 

The filter coefficients Cj are chosen in such a way that the design eriterion is minirnised 

ab o 
OCj 

=} c· J 
_.!_ [ D(w)eiwjdw 
27!' _". 

(A.25) 

This result is identical to computing the Fourier coefficients of the Fourier expansion 
of D( w). Thus, if D( w) is a piecewise conLinuous function, H(w) converges to D( w) as 
J approaches infinity (Kaplan, 1981). 
However, for practical applications, the filter operator must be truncated, i.e. reduced 
to a finite nurnber of coefficients. Consequently, the filter frequency response will, 
in general, differ from the desired frequency response, particularly when the desired 
frequency response is characterised by quick transitions and discontinuities. In such 
cases, the least-squares fit given by eq. (A.25) is often notthemost desir able solution. 
Applying a window function to the filter operator may improve the result (Karl, 1989). 
The use of window functions is a straight-forward approach, but i t has t he dis ad vantage 
of littie design fiexibility. 
Alternatively, the foliowing iterative procedure can be applied 

l. Sample the desired frequency response 

(A.26) 

2. Campute the filter coefficients Cj by means of IDFT 

l ~ 'k2 '/N Cj = - L D(wk)e' "3 

N k=-J 
(A.27) 

3. Determine the actual frequency response H(w) given by eq. (A. 7). If the result 
is unacceptable, readjust the sampled frequency response D(wk) and return to 2. 
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Figs. l and 2 illustrate how this simple trial-and-error approach to non-recursive filter 
design is applied to the design of a lowpass filter operator with N = 33 coefficients. 
Sampling the desired ideallowpass filter frequency response 'D( w) results in large ripples 
in stop band and pass band. The ripples are caused by the discontinuity in the desired 
magnitude response at w = ~ which eannot be modelled with a firrite length filter 
operator. A considerable reduction in rippie amplitude is achieved by readjusting the 
sampled frequency response by presnibing a magnitude response of JV(wk)J = 0.5 at 
wk = ~ (see fig A.2). However, this manipulation of the sampled frequency response 
has had the undesirable effect of broadening the transition zone. 
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Figure A.l : Magnitude response 1-i.(w) of 33-cocfficient lowpass filter. 
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Figure A.2: Magnitude response 1-i.(w) of 33-coefficient lowpass filter. Ripple-sizes 
reduced and transition zone broadened by setting JV(w8 )J = 0.5. 
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A.4 Causal Non-Recursive Digital Filters 

A system is eausal if the system output depends only on past and present values of the 
input. The N-eoeffieient non-reeursive filter defined by eq. (A.3) 

N - 1 -,-
Y n= L CjXn-j 

j=-N;l 

is clearly non-eausal beeause the output depends on future values of the input. 

(A.28) 

In real-time computing, future input values arenot available. Consequently, only eausal 
systems are applieable. The eausal version of eq. (A.28) is given by 

N-1 

Yn = L CjXn- j 
j=O 

(A.29) 

In (A.29), the output is delayed N;! relative to the input . In order to compensate for 
the phase-shift introduced by the delay, a phase-shift of 

(N -l) 1(w)= -2- w (A.30) 

must be prescribed. 



Appendix B 

Servocontrol System Frequency 
Response 

In the following, the control system of the serpent-type directional wave generator 
applied in the laboratory tests presentedin chap. 4 and 5 is described, and the results 
of measurements of the servocontrol system frequency response are given. 

B.l Wave Generator Control System 

As deseribed in chap. 4, the directional wave maker consists of 9 paddles hinged with 
vertical axes to lO individually controlled hydraulic powered piston-type machirres reg
ulated by electric MOOG valves (see fig. B.l). 

PC 

DT2815 

10 x MOOG valve 

Figure B.l: Directional wave maker control system. 

Prior to each test, a digital wave generator dispiacement signal corresponding to each 
individual piston was generated by means of the time domain white noise filtering 

87 
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method deseribed in chap. 4 (a sample frequency of fs = 30Hz w as applied). The 
dispiacement signals were stored on the harddisk of a PC (the computational speed 
of the P C was not sufficiently high to enable on-line generation of the dispiacement 
signals). When wave generation is performed, the digital dispiacement signalsareread 
from the harddisk and transferred to DT2815 D l A-boards instalied in the PC. Here, 
the dispiacement signals are converted to analog signals and sent to the servocontroller 
( one channel is reserved for each hydraulic machine, i.e. two 8-channel DT2815 D l A
boards are required). 

B .2 Measurement of Servocontrol System Frequency 
Response 

In order to determine the frequency response of the w ave generator servocont rol system, 
i.e. the transfer function between the preseribed piston dispiacement signal X (t ) sent to 
the servocontroller and the actual piston dispiacement signal Xa (t), a series of regular 
wave tests was performed. 

Assuming that the transfer function is linear, a preseribed dispiacement signal given 
by 

X(t) = Acos(wt) (B.1) 

will yield the actual dispiacement signal 

Xa(t) = IW(w)IA cos (wt + 4>(w)) (B.2) 

where IW(w)l and 4>(w) denote the gain and phase of the servocontrol system frequency 
response W(w). 

The test set-up for the regular wave tests is given in fig B.2. A dispiacement transducer 
w as instaliedon hydraulic machin e n o. l. The hydraulic machin e and the dispiacement 
transducer were calibrated by applying a constant voltage signal to the servocontroller 
and measuring the corresponding piston dispiacement [m] and dispiacement transducer 
signal [V]. 

In each test, a sinusoidal voltage signal with a given frequency f and an amplitude 
corresponding to a piston dispiacement amplitude of A = 0.02 m was sent to all 10 
pistons. During the test, a PC equipped with a DT570 A/D card sampled the voltage 
signal from the DT2815 card and the dispiacement transducer simultaneously at a rate 
of fs = 100Hz. By applying the calibration factors, these signals were converted in to 
the preseribed piston dispiacement signal and the actual piston dispiacement signal , 
respecti vel y. 
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PC 

DT570 

Xa(t) 

Pigure B.2: Test set-up for measurement of frequency response. 

Se ven tests involving frequencies of f = O. 7Hz to 1.3 Hz were performed. Fig. 8.3 
shows a segment of the dispiacement time series recorded in test no. l (f = 0. 7Hz). 
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Pigure 8.3: Dispiacement time series. 

For each test, the servocontrol system frequency response W(f) at frequency f is 
derived by means of Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) analysis (Newland (1975)). 
The DFT of simultaneously recorded time series X(r.6.t) = Xr and Xa(r.6.:t) = Yr is 
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[ Test no. l f IIW(J)J l <P(J) l 5(!) 

J l H z l l rad l s 

l 0.7 1.002 0.395 0.0898 

2 0.8 1.003 0.455 0.0905 

3 0.9 1.002 0.490 0.0867 

4 l. O 1.006 0.526 0.0837 

5 1.1 1.013 0.574 0.0830 

6 1.2 0.978 0.592 0.0785 

7 1.3 0.967 0.639 0.0782 

Figure B.1: Measured servocontrol frequency response. 

determined as 

l N L x e-i(21rkr fN) 

N r=-N r 
(B.3) 

N 
~ L y.e-i(21rkrjN) 

r=-N 

(B.4) 

where N is chosen in such a way that (2N + l )t:. t re presents one period of the dis
piacement signals T= 1/ f in order to avoid spectralleakage. 
Subsequently, the servocontrol system frequency response at frequency wk = 21rkjT is 
calculated from 

w k 
Sxv. (B.5) 
Sxx. 
Xk'Yk (B.6) x; x k 

where superscript * denotes complex conjugate. 
The value of Wk corresponding to k = l represents the servo control system complex 
frequency response at frequency f. 

In fig. B.4 the measured gain and phase of the servocontrol system frequency response 
is tabulated. The delay between the preseribed and actual paddle dispiacement signal 
defined as 

5(!) = <P (J) l (27r J) (B. 7) 

is also given. Fig. B.4 shows that the servocontrol frequency response is characterised 
by approximately unity gain and a delay of 0.08 s-0.09 s in the frequency range of 
0.7 Hz-1.3 Hz. 
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